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Techniques for VLSI Circuit Optimization Considering Process Variations
Mahalingam Venkataraman
ABSTRACT
Technology scaling has increased the transistor’s susceptibility to process variations in nanometer
very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits. The effects of such variations are having a huge impact
on performance and hence the timing yield of the integrated circuits. The circuit optimization objec-
tives namely power, area, and delay are highly correlated and conflicting in nature. The inception of
variations in process parameters have made their relationship intricate and more difficult to optimize.
Traditional deterministic methods ignoring variation effects negatively impacts timing yield. A pes-
simistic worst case consideration of variations, on the other hand, can lead to severe over design. In
this context, there is a strong need for re-invention of circuit optimization methods with a statistical
perspective. In this dissertation, we model and develop novel variation aware solutions for circuit op-
timization methods such as gate sizing, timing based placement and buffer insertion. The uncertainty
due to process variations is modeled using interval valued fuzzy numbers and a fuzzy programming
based optimization is proposed to improve circuit yield without significant over design. In addition to
the statistical optimization methods, we have proposed a novel technique that dynamically detects and
creates the slack needed to accommodate the delay due to variations.
The variation aware gate sizing technique is formulated as a fuzzy linear program and the uncer-
tainty in delay due to process variations is modeled using fuzzy membership functions. The timing
based placement technique, on the other hand, due to its quadratic dependence on wire length is mod-
eled as nonlinear programming problem. The variations in timing based placement are modeled as
fuzzy numbers in the fuzzy formulation and as chance constraints in the stochastic formulation. Fur-
ther, we have proposed a piece-wise linear formulation for the variation aware buffer insertion and
driver sizing (BIDS) problem. The BIDS problem is solved at the logic level, with look-up table based
approximation of net lengths for early variation awareness. In the context of dynamic variation com-
vi
pensation, a delay detection circuit is used to identify the uncertainty in critical path delay. The delay
detection circuit controls the instance of data capture in critical path memory flops to avoid a timing
failure in the presence of variations. In summary, the various formulation and solution techniques de-
veloped in this dissertation achieve significantly better optimization compared to related works in the
literature. The proposed methods have been rigorously tested on medium and large sized benchmarks
to establish the validity and efficacy of the solution techniques.
vii
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The rapid progress in technology is having a profound impact on the advancement of engineer-
ing. The technology evolution is enabling the development of new and improved electronic products,
which in turn facilitates the progress of multiple engineering areas. The demand for high accuracy and
performance in multi-functional phones, cameras and laptops is greater than ever before. In addition to
the traditional improvement in performance upgrades, the consumers are interested in battery life, reli-
ability and green computing. The crucial objectives in developing these products are, multi-functional
features, high performance with low energy, portable and at the same time be cost efficient. A popular
paradigm to achieve these objectives is to scale down the dimensions of the basic circuit elements. The
transition to lower technology generations, for high performance and denser integration capabilities,
is becoming complex due to increase in leakage energy and reliability concerns. Plus, the downward
scaling of technology is also gradually reaching the limits of ballistic transportation [52].
1.1 Motivation
The above mentioned issues are impacting all fields of engineering. In the context of digital circuit
optimization, the following issues need to be addressed. First, the demand for low power devices has
increased with the growth of mobile devices for longer battery life and green computing. Green com-
puting in this context, refers to the use of computing resources efficiently during its lifetime and pro-
motes recyclability and biodegradability [27]. Secondly, due to nanometer integration levels, wiring
density and aspect ratios of metal lines have increased the coupling capacitance between neighboring
interconnects. In the nanometer era, the coupling capacitances in adjacent nets are strong enough to
cause timing failures in circuits. Hence, the circuit optimization techniques in addition to optimizing
performance have to consider the conflicting objectives of power and reliability as well. The optimiza-
tion objectives are inter-related, conflicting and have become more intricate in the nanometer regime.
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Optimization of performance is not sufficient and it can introduce a severe penalty in power and re-
liability, which in turn affects the performance as well. The multi metric optimization is no longer a
recommendation option, but a necessity.
Variability in nanometer very-large-scale-integrated (VLSI) circuits has continued to increase with
the decrease in feature size of transistors. The variations in process parameters increase the challenges
of simultaneously optimizing power, performance and reliability. The main causes of the variations
are either due to environmental effects like changes in power supply voltage and temperature or due
to physical effects like changes in transistor width, channel length, oxide thickness and interconnect
dimensions. The physical effects due to the imprecision in the fabrication process control leads to
randomness in the number of do-pant atoms in transistors [22]. The uncertainty due to these process
parameter variations deeply impact the timing and power characteristics of the circuits. Identically
designed circuits can have a large difference in timing and power characteristics leading to loss in
parametric yield of circuits [72].
Figure 1.1 Impact of Process Variations on Power and Performance [72]
Figure 1.1 shows the deviation in leakage power and performance of Intel processors due to vari-
ations in process parameters. Hence, capturing the uncertainty due to these variations early in the
analysis and optimization phase is crucial. Several circuit optimization methods over the years, have
successfully improved area, power and timing of microprocessors. These optimizations make most
paths of the circuits equally critical to achieve a optimal balance between power consumption and the
timing specification. However, with the increasing effects of process variations in the nanometer era,
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such optimization can worsen timing yield, as any of these critical paths can fail [95]. Here, timing
yield is defined as the percentage of chips meeting the timing specification. A guarded approach to
eliminate the effects of variability is to perform deterministic optimization at the worst case values of
the varying parameters. The deterministic worst case approach guarantees high yield, but leads to high
overhead in terms of circuit area, power and loss in optimization. On the other hand, the average case
values for these parameters have less overheads, but may result in unacceptable timing yield. Hence,
in the nanometer technology level, new methodologies are needed, which can guarantee high yield
without compromising interms of area and power overheads.
The increasing effect of process variations in nanometer domain, has transitioned the design and
optimization problem from the deterministic domain to the probabilistic domain [70, 72]. The pro-
cess variations do not scale proportionally and their impact is increasing with each new technology
node. In addition to increasing the complexity of finding an optimal solution, the circuit optimiza-
tion process with a statistical perspective is inherently slower than their deterministic equivalent.
In recent years, several research works have addressed variation awareness in the context of timing
analysis and circuit optimization. Static timing analysis was replaced with statistical static timing
analysis (SSTA) [11, 26, 74], where continuous distributions are propagated instead of determinis-
tic values to estimate timing in presence of variations. More recently, statistical design optimization
techiques [42, 49, 53, 54, 69, 95] for improving power and area for an acceptable yield have also been
attempted. The optimization approach in [95], uses a penalty function to improve the slacks of critical
paths to improve yield. An SSTA engine is used in the iterative optimization framework [49] to find
the most critical gate to size in terms of power/delay sensitivity. In [53,54], a stochastic programming
approach with chance constraints is used to incorporate yield in the gate sizing problem formulation.
However, the approaches using continuous distributions require a number of complicated operations
to be performed iteratively at each node and hence incur a prohibitive runtime [20, 30]. The stochas-
tic programming based statistical optimization technique [53, 54], on the other hand is fast, but more
conservative [40] in terms of yield and hence lesser savings in terms of area and power consumption.
Further, many of these methods are based on the assumption that the variation sources of the com-
ponents follow specific distributions, such as Gaussian. However, manufacturing tests on fabricated
circuits refute such assumptions and suggest against the use of assumptions on the distributions of
variation parameters [44].
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1.2 Contributions of Dissertation Research
In this dissertation, we propose the use of fuzzy mathematical programming for circuit optimiza-
tion considering the uncertainty due to process variations. Fuzzy set theory can deal with multiple
types of variations, specifically is popular in cases, where we cannot even predict the average behavior
of the uncertain parameters. In fuzzy terminology, the above uncertainty is referred to as imprecision.
Probability theory usually models situations where average behavior is predictable (situations that
obey the law of large numbers) and enough information is available to model the probability distribu-
tion functions. The theory of fuzzy sets and systems, on the other hand, has been proven to success-
fully model imprecision and an interval value is sufficient to model variations. Fuzzy mathematical
programming has successfully been applied in several areas of computer science and engineering like
vision and robotics [64]. In VLSI circuit automation, fuzzy programming has also been used in VLSI
testing and high level synthesis tasks like scheduling to model imprecise coefficients [30]. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time the concepts of fuzzy sets and systems and fuzzy mathematical
programming are being attempted at modeling uncertainty due to process variations in VLSI circuits.
Solve problem X with
coefficients set to
lower interval bound
Solve problem X with
coefficients set to
upper interval bound
Combine above solutions
and introduce variation 
parameter to create a crisp 
nonlinear problem
fuzzy coefficients
with interval based
Optimization problem X
a nonlinear optimization solver
Solve the crisp problem using
Figure 1.2 Fuzzy Linear Programming Approach for Variation Aware Optimization
Figure 1.2 shows an outline of the fuzzy optimization approach. Initially, a deterministic opti-
mization is performed assuming the worst and the average case values for the variation parameters and
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the results are used to convert the fuzzy optimization problem into a crisp nonlinear problem using
the symmetric relaxation method [28, 64]. The crisp problem is then solved using a nonlinear opti-
mization solver. The crisp problem in general, has been proved to provide the most satisfying solution
in presence of imprecision or variations in coefficients of the constraints or objective function in the
optimization problem [43, 56]. Next, we summarize the major contributions of this dissertation.
In this dissertation, we have proposed the use of fuzzy numbers for modeling uncertainty in delay
due to process variations. Delays are modeled in an abstract fashion, considering the delay coeffi-
cients as an interval value with linear membership function. We have constructed fuzzy mathematical
programming based formulations for gate sizing, timing based placement and buffer insertion to im-
prove timing yield with minimal penalty in terms of design overheads. Fuzzy programming has been
extensively used in civil, mechanical and computer science areas. However, this is the first time fuzzy
techniques are employed for process variation aware VLSI circuit optimization. Secondly, we have
also proposed a novel methodology for timing based placement using stochastic chance constrained
programming (CCP). The CCP is formulated to capture the dependence of the constraints and objec-
tives of the optimization using mean and variance of the uncertain parameters. We have compared
the efficiency of fuzzy and stochastic CCP techniques for variation aware gate sizing and timing based
placement. The results have confirmed the prediction in [40], that the efficiency of fuzzy mathematical
programming is better than or comparable to stochastic CCP based optimization.
In the context of buffer insertion and driver sizing, we are the first to propose logic and layout level
methodologies for simultaneous optimization of variation resistance, delay and power. The buffer in-
sertion methodology was formulated as a variation aware piece-wise linear program at the circuit
level. The circuit level methodology also overcomes the limitations of path based and net-based ap-
proaches. A look-up table based technique is used for predicting interconnect length at the logic level.
The prediction technique is based on layout level simulations on sample benchmarks. The logic level
approximation is shown to be comparable with detailed layout level results. Finally, we proposed a
dynamic clock stretching technique for improving timing yield. Unlike the statistical design optimiza-
tion methods, the clock stretching technique dynamically detects variations and incurs performance
penalty only when there is a possible timing failure. The important contributions are summarized in
Figure 1.3.
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for variation aware timing based placement
gate sizing in the presence of delay uncertainty
Fuzzy linear programming formulation for 
parameters using fuzzy membership functions
Methodology for modeling variations in process
improvement in the presence of parametric variations 
Dynamic clock stretching technique for timing yield 
Fuzzy piece−wise linear programming formulation 
for logic and layout level buffer insertion
Fuzzy and Stochastic nonlinear programming formulations 
Major contributions
Figure 1.3 Major List of Contributions
1.3 Significance of Contributions
In this dissertation, we have proposed the use of fuzzy mathematical programming for uncertainty
aware VLSI circuit optimization. The fuzzy optimization methodology is shown to abstractly model
the variations in delay, with delay coefficients as interval values. Thus, the methodology can be used to
model variations in process parameters even at logic level. Secondly, the fuzzy optimization methodol-
ogy is shown to conveniently model variations in linear, nonlinear and piece-wise linear mathematical
programming formulations. The above observation, infers that the fuzzy methodology is an effective
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tool for several mathematical programming based VLSI circuit optimization problems. We have also
shown that the fuzzy technique guarantees yield (evaluated using Monte-Carlo simulations) and effec-
tively improves the objective function compared to the worst casing and stochastic chance constrained
programming approach. Hence, the fuzzy mathematical programming (i) modeling, (ii) formulation
and (iii) solution technique is a significant addition to the VLSI tools in the context of variation aware
design.
A look-up table based interconnect length prediction technique is proposed and is used for logic
level variation aware buffer insertion. The results of the logic level technique for variation aware
buffer insertion is comparable to the values at the layout level, inspite of the approximation. The
statistical design optimization using fuzzy programming is a design time technique to combat the
effect of process variations on circuit performance. In this dissertation, we have also proposed a run
time technique to dynamically detect delay due to variations and stretch the clock to avoid timing
failures. The clock stretching methodology is an effective timing failure prevention technique and has
less overhead compared to critical path isolation based clock stretching [76]. The dynamic technique
does not require extra margin (over design) in the absence of variations. It is only activated in the
presence of variations in delay on one of the top critical paths. Hence, the method stretches the clock
only when necessary to avoid timing failure.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the back-
ground that forms the basis of this research followed by relevant research contributions in areas re-
lated to the problems being addressed in this dissertation. The background discussion starts with the
basic concepts of mathematical programming, importance of considering process variations in circuit
optimization and briefly explains the fuzzy mathematical programming (FMP) and stochastic chance
constrained programming (CCP) techniques for variation aware circuit optimization. Increasing levels
of variations in process parameters are affecting performance and hence timing yield of VLSI circuits.
In this context, we propose statistical and dynamic optimization techniques for improving timing yield
without significant over design.
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The fuzzy gate sizing (FGS) methodology for process variation aware optimization of power, delay
and noise is presented in Chapter 3. The FGS technique is a post layout gate sizing approach, formu-
lated as a linear programming problem with variations modeled as linear membership based fuzzy
numbers. In Chapter 4, we describe both fuzzy and stochastic CCP based approach for timing based
placement to optimize performance in the presence of process variations. The timing based placement
problem is inherently nonlinear due to quadratic interconnect delay constraints and hence is modeled
as a variation aware nonlinear programming problem. The process variations are modeled using fuzzy
numbers with linear membership functions and chance constraints in FMP and CCP contexts respec-
tively. We propose logic and layout level optimization techniques for variation aware buffer insertion
and driver sizing in Chapter 5. The buffer insertion and driver sizing is formulated at the circuit level
(instead of at the net or path level) and piece-wise linear constraints are used for modeling change in
circuit delay. The variations in delay coefficients are modeled as fuzzy numbers with linear member-
ship functions. In Chapter 6, we propose a dynamic technique for compensating the uncertainty in
delay due to process variations. The methodology in the presence of variations uses a clock stretching
logic circuit to increase the available slack and avoid a timing violation. The concluding remarks and
future work in terms of extensions to the problems are addressed in Chapter 7 of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we present a brief introduction of the various concepts that form the basis for
the research described in this dissertation. Specifically, we discuss the preliminaries of linear, non-
linear programming, circuit optimization with multiple objectives, fuzzy mathematical programming
technique and the stochastic chance constrained programming. The uncertainty based optimization
techniques namely fuzzy and stochastic approaches are used for solving gate sizing, placement and
buffer insertion considering process variations.
2.1 Design for Manufacturing
The shrinking design nodes, expanding design complexity and density in the nanometer dimen-
sions are resulting in huge yield losses due to electro migration, leakage and integrity issues. Further,
variations in process parameters at smaller geometries are adding to the design issues requiring ad-
ditional rules to be administered before pattern generation. Physical fix-ups by processing mask data
happen too late and cannot catch yield reducing problems. Hence, design engineers now need to ad-
dress manufacturing issues throughout the design chain. Yield-savvy design tools and methodologies
are required early in the design flow that can address performance, power, design functionality and
manufacturing yield.
In the early nineties, the chip designers considered testing as an after concern. Even with increased
number of test patterns and huge testing time, design engineers did not consider testability as a part of
their design process. The test engineers in the manufacturing division was responsible for making the
chip testable and have good fault coverage. Variation aware design for manufacturing is still consid-
ered as an after thought by some chip designers. Maximizing yield early in the design flow is only a
recommended strategy and meeting physical and electrical design rules is sufficient. Yield optimiza-
tions and tweaks are still handled at the manufacturing environment. However, design optimization
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without considering variations can worsen yield to irrecoverable levels at the manufacturing stage. In
the 90 nm era, only slightly more than 40% of chip designs operate as expected and the rest need a
complete mask re-spin to achieve acceptable performance and yield. Yield optimized standard cells,
recommended design rules on via placement, statistical timing analysis and statistical optimization
during sizing, buffer insertion are some popular design level techniques considering yield [57, 92].
Yield enhancing methodologies are highly interdependent on other metrics like power and perfor-
mance as well and hence needs to simultaneously consider multiple metrics. Next, we introduce the
various objectives and briefly give an overview of yield-aware statistical design techniques.
2.1.1 Optimization with Multiple Parameters
In the nanometer era, the term high performance of a VLSI circuit is not a simple function of
delay or frequency of the circuit. The components such as power, crosstalk noise and process varia-
tions also have a large effect on delay and hence it is crucial to be considered as optimization metrics.
A simultaneous optimization of these metrics (cost functions) is essential to design robust and reli-
able high performance circuits. Physical design steps like floor planning, standard cell placement and
routing typically concentrate on area, wire length and delay. The computational complexity of these
algorithms is huge for large sized benchmarks. Hence, the responsibilities of the circuit optimization
techniques are not only maximizing performance, but also minimize power, crosstalk noise and ef-
fects due to variations in process parameters. The problem of circuit optimization primarily involves
incremental changes or tuning of circuit components like gate sizes, threshold voltage, wire size, cell
locations, and buffer insertion to maximize or minimize the overall objective or function [21]. Since,
the focus of this dissertation is simultaneous optimization of power, delay, crosstalk noise and yield,
the methods that are effective for the optimization for these metrics are discussed. However, the opti-
mization framework developed in this dissertation is built from a generalized point of view and hence
any existing or new metrics can be added or removed with minimal effort.
The transistor sizing, gate sizing and wire sizing problems are important in VLSI design because
they enable us to explore the trade-offs between the multiple objectives in the cost function. The
methodology (TILOS) in [2], use a convex programming based iterative transistor sizing technique
based on critical delay sensitivity to improve performance. TILOS uses convex delay models for tran-
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sistor sizing as they have the advantage that a local optimum is a global one. The iterative methodology
was further improved in [80]. However, the general technique is not efficient for problems with more
than a few thousand sizeable components. The authors in [1], proposed a lagrangian relaxation based
gate sizing technique with simple constraints, that can be solved efficiently. The methodology however
requires a good initial solution and sub gradient optimization step to converge practically. In a bid to
improve computational complexity without significant impact on solution quality, the authors in [17],
have proposed a robust linear programming framework for gate sizing. Secondly, in the context of
increasing wire delay, buffer insertion and wire sizing are two popular methods to improve circuit per-
formance. The delay of a net is directly proportional to the product of the resistance and capacitance
along the wire. Since, they both are internally a function of the length of the net, the delay exhibits
a quadratic dependence on the wire length. The objective of the buffer insertion problem is to divide
the wire into a number of segments, such that the sum of delay of each wire segment becomes a linear
function of the length of the total wire [68]. Van Ginneken in [47], presented a dynamic programming
based optimal buffer insertion algorithm. The approach has quadratic complexity in the number of
buffer locations and has been a foundation for several later works in the context of net-based buffer
insertion.
The leakage current of a transistor can be controlled by fitting the circuit with a higher thresh-
old voltage (Vth). The exponential dependence of leakage power on threshold voltage reduces the
power consumption, with a delay penalty. Hence, several works [46,61] have increased the Vth of the
non-critical transistors to improve leakage power. The threshold voltage assignment step is usually
combined with the gate/wire sizing methodology to efficiently optimize dynamic and leakage power.
Timing driven placement is another important step in the physical design of integrated circuits. It can
be formally defined as the process of finding the optimal locations of cells in a critical sub circuit such
that the delay of the circuit is minimized. In timing based placement, the objective is to minimize
the length of the critical interconnects, by incrementally adjusting the locations of cells [83, 91]. The
timing of a circuit in the context of timing based placement is usually measured in terms of the worst
negative slack and the total negative slack. The term slack in this context, is defined as the difference
between the required time and actual arrival time of the signal. The incremental placement process
creates overlaps, which is usually removed by a legalization step. The legalization step can impact
timing in the reverse direction. However, with movement restrictions on cells over a localized neigh-
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borhood, it was shown in [50], the reverse impact on timing is negligible. In the next section, we
discuss in detail the importance of process variations and various techniques which are proposed to
reduce the impact of variations on timing yield.
2.2 Process Variations
Process variations, in general, refer to the difference between the intended and obtained parameter
dimensions prior and post fabrication of the circuit. With rapid scaling of technology into nanometer
dimensions, the variations in semiconductor parameters like device length (Le f f ), threshold voltage
(Vth), gate oxide thickness is becoming fatal to circuit yield. The variations in process parameters
can be classified as inter-die and intra-die variations. As the name suggests, inter-die variations are
constant within a die but vary from one die to another die. The effect of inter-die variations can be
detected during production test and a voltage or frequency change can prevent the loss of yield. Intra-
die variations on the other hand, are variations that within a single die, meaning that a device/net
parameter vary differently between different locations on the same die. Intra-die variations affecting
doping concentration mainly result from fabrication equipment limitations. Intra-die variation also
exhibits spatial correlation. Devices that are close together in the layout have a higher probability
of being alike in characteristics than devices placed far apart. CMP (chemical-mechanical polishing)
effects and optical proximity effects also increase the magnitude of intra-die variation in nanometer
technology [14,89]. Hence, the amount of randomness in between gate/net within a die due to intra-die
variations is large. Since, intra-die variations are random across the die, adjusting voltage or frequency
to meet the worst case setting of all the parameters is often pessimistic. Hence, to meet the conflicting
objectives of high performance, low power and high yield it is necessary to bring variation awareness
in the design flow.
2.2.1 Delay Variations
The impact of intra-die process variations on delay is large as many factors can affect it. The delay
for a gate and interconnect can be represented as,
gatedeli   ai  bisi

ciCload  j (2.1)
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Equation 2.1 models gate delay as a linear function of gate size and load capacitance [17]. The
gate delay can also be modeled using complex functions. However, from the context of gate sizing the
model optimally trade-offs solution quality and execution time. The wire delay (Equation 2.2) can be
represented as a quadratic function of interconnect length [83].
netdeli   R0  leni

0  5

C0  leni
 Cpin  (2.2)
The complete notations for these equations are described in later sections. The changes in effective
length, oxide thickness and related process parameters can have significant impact on the coefficients
of the above equations. It has been predicted in [12,77], that a delay variation of around 25% is possible
in nanometer technology generations. In this work, we abstractly model the effects of variations on
delay using the coefficients bi  ci  R0 and C0. Note that in addition to the process parameter variations,
environmental factors such as power supply and temperature can also affect delay. However, we only
consider the physical process parameter variation impacts as it is the dominating factor affecting the
delays [77]. Plus, the above methodology can incorporate the impact of voltage and temperature
variations by using more sophisticated models.
2.2.2 Statistical Optimization
Considering the sensitivity of circuit delay to process variations, several previous attempts focused
on timing analysis. New approaches for both deterministic static timing analysis (STA) and statistical
STA have been proposed. Previously in deterministic STA [2, 63], process variations have been mod-
eled using case analysis. Thge best case, nominal and worst case parameter sets are constructed and
timing analysis is repeated for each corner. The deterministic STA has a linear run time complexity as
a function of the circuit size. However, in the nanometer era, with multiple variation sources, using the
worst case parameters for intra-die variations leads to a pessimistic estimate. Hence, numerous works
have proposed to replace STA with statistical STA [11, 67, 74]. The SSTA approaches however have
high run time complexity due to re-converging paths in the circuit and complex computations.
Recently, several researchers have attempted to optimize power, delay and noise in the presence
of process variations [10, 26, 49, 53, 54, 84, 87, 95]. The works in [10, 49] mainly focused on circuit
optimization schemes with a statistical perspective. In other words, a statistical delay model or SSTA
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is used to guide timing analysis. The authors in [53, 54], presented a statistical optimization approach
that takes into account randomness in gate delays by formulating an efficient mathematical program.
The major part of the work in this dissertation focuses on statistical optimization of yield, delay and
power as a variation aware mathematical program formulation.
2.2.3 Dynamic Techniques for Variation Compensation
The increasing impact of variations in the nanometer era is necessitating the use of dynamic and
run-time technique to combat to improve yield. Conventional techniques like scaling up supply volt-
age of upsizing logic gates over consume resources in the presence or absence of variations. The
objective of these works has been to improve the power/overheads compared to worst case design
while maintaining the timing yield. On the other end of the spectrum, design techniques have been
proposed based on adaptive body biasing for post silicon process compensation [71]. Due to the
quadratic dependence of supply voltage to dynamic power, researchers have proposed adaptive volt-
age scaling technique that are robust with respect to process variations and has limited over design.
One such technique called Razor [24], uses dynamic detection of delay due to variations and corrects
timing failures by adjusting the voltage of the processor. The Razor technique eliminates the need
for voltage margins and hence can achieve significant savings in overheads compared to worst casing
and statistical optimization. Secondly, the authors in [76], proposed a novel design paradigm which
achieves robustness with respect to timing failure by using the concept of critical path isolation. The
methodology isolates critical paths by making them predictable and rare under parametric variations.
The top critical paths, which can fail in single cycle operation, are predicted ahead of time and are
avoided by providing two cycle operations. The approach is extremely useful for certain design with
rare critical paths (ex: adder). The critical path approach when tested on random designs, save power
with a small timing penalty. Since, several circuit optimization techniques like, gate sizing, buffer
insertion and incremental placement are inherently suited to be modeled as a mathematical program.
In the next section, we discuss briefly the basics of mathematical programming and uncertainty aware
optimization schemes.
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2.3 Mathematical Programming
A mathematical program is either a maximization or minimization program to optimize an objec-
tive function with a set of constraints. In linear programming, the objective function and the constraints
are always linear functions of the decision variables. A simple example of an linear programming
problem can be shown as,
maximize c1x1

c2x2

		

cnxn (2.3)
sub jectto a11x1  a12x2  		  a1nxn 
 b1
a21x1

a22x2

		

a2nxn 
 b2


am1x1

am2x2

		

amnxn 
 bn
x1  x2  				 xn  0
Here, xi is the decision variable, m is the number of constraints and n is the number of variables.
The objective here is to maximize the objective function c1x1  c2x2  		  cnxn. A feasible solution in
linear programming context is the one which satisfies all the constraints and maximizes the objective
function. Simplex method has been a simple, fast and efficient approach to solve linear programming
problems. It is an iterative process in which, we start with a simple solution and then improve the
same in a relative fashion. The iteration continues until no further improvement is possible.
The second class of mathematical optimization programs are broadly termed as the nonlinear pro-
gramming (NLP). The main difference between the linear and the nonlinear problems is that the con-
straints and the objective functions are allowed to be nonlinear functions of the decision variables. A
major challenge in NLP problems is the existence of local optima. Local optima is formally defined as
spurious solutions that barely satisfies the requirements on the derivatives of the functions. Nonlinear
optimization algorithms that overcome this difficulty are called global optimization algorithms. The
nonlinear problems are further classified as convex and non-convex problems. Convex methods have a
special property, where any local optimal solution is also a global optimum. Least squares, linear pro-
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gramming, conic program, geometric program, quadratic program and semi definite programs are all
examples of convex optimization programs [73]. The theory of convex sets and convex optimization
is not new to VLSI and has been used in transistor sizing [2,35,80]. The delay of a gate in these works
is modeled as a posynomial function of its transistor size using the Elmore delay model. A popular
optimization package to solve convex programming problem is the MOSEK solver. It is defined to
solve large scale linear, conic, quadratic, convex nonlinear and mixed integer problems.
Further, in addition to the optimization solvers, the representation of the optimization problem
is also a crucial task. AMPL (A mathematical programming language) [65] and GAMS (General
algebraic modeling system) are popular high-level modeling system for mathematical programming
based optimization. A primary advantage of AMPL is the similarity of its syntax to the mathemati-
cal notation of optimization problems, which makes the optimization problems more readable. The
optimization problem represented in a mathematical programming language can be solved using com-
mercial optimization solvers. Several of these commercial software are also available for free usage
at the NEOS server for optimization. The optimization problems can be submitted via email or on its
website [66].
The coefficients of the mathematical programming problem are generally assumed to be exactly
known. However, the assumption is not true for majority of the real world problems. Usually, the coef-
ficients of the programming problem is either subject to errors of measurement or vary with technology
or market conditions. Hence, it is crucial to introduce imprecision or uncertainty into the modeling
process, while solving real world problems. A classical approach has been to use the concepts of prob-
ability theory. The probabilistic analysis is only proper for situations, which are reproducible and has
happened a sufficient number of times. Therefore, the probabilistic techniques require some statistical
data to provide information on the variation distribution of the random variable occurring in the math-
ematical model. The modeling of imprecision or uncertainty can also be done using fuzzy set theory
and the concepts of fuzzy programming. The fuzzy programming techniques assume that the distribu-
tion of random variables are not exactly known and only belong to non-void sets or intervals. In the
next sections, we discuss the preliminaries of variation aware optimization using fuzzy and stochastic
programming.
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2.4 Fuzzy Linear Programming Methodology
In this section, we briefly discuss important concepts in uncertainty aware optimization using fuzzy
programming and variation modeling using fuzzy numbers. The reader is referred to [Sakawa 2002
[56]; Klir and Yuan 1995 [43]; and Zadeh 1970 [64]] for a detailed treatment of fuzzy mathematical
programming. Zadeh (1965) introduced the concept of fuzzy sets and systems in which an element
belonging to a set need not be binary valued, but could be any value in between [0, 1]. The membership
value of the element in the interval [0, 1] is decided on how much it belongs to it and higher the degree
of belonging, then, higher the membership value is.
2.4.1 Fuzzy Numbers
Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy optimization techniques provide an efficient mechanism for modeling
and optimizing systems that exhibit imprecision. The theory and methodology of fuzzy programming
based optimization has been popular since the inception of decision making in fuzzy environments
by Bellman and Zadeh, in 1970 [64]. Several models and approaches have been proposed for un-
certainty management using fuzzy linear programming, fuzzy multi-objective programming, fuzzy
dynamic programming, fuzzy integer programming, possibilistic programming and fuzzy nonlinear
programming. An extensive list of references can be found in [56] and [39]. A recent survey on fuzzy
linear programming based optimization from a practical perspective has been provided by Inuiguchi
and Ramik [51]. Hence, in order to solve a optimization problem with uncertain variable using fuzzy
optimization, the principal requirement is an efficient fuzzy modeling of uncertainty.
A simple information such as ”the processing time for a task is around 23 minutes or within the
range of 21 and 25” can be expressed by means of the following membership function,
µ23

x

 










x  21

2 if 21


x


23

25  x

2 if 23  x


25
0 otherwise
(2.4)
The uncertainty due to process variations are usually modeled as normally distributed random vari-
ables with mean E and standard deviation σ. In this work, instead of using normal distribution, we
model these variations as interval valued fuzzy numbers in the range E-3σ and E+3σ. The 3σ, value
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is assumed to be the deterministic worst case variation value, meaning all uncertain process parame-
ters are set to 3σ, for maximum timing yield in worst case deterministic optimization. Interval valued
fuzzy numbers were first explained by Zadeh, in [64], using possibilistic distributions. In the context of
fuzzy mathematical programming, possibilistic distributions pi



are analogous to linear membership
functions [30]. Figure 2.1 shows a symmetric triangular fuzzy number for modeling the variations
in channel length of nanometer level transistors. Triangular and trapezoidal memberships are com-
monly used possibilistic distributions in solving fuzzy mathematical programming problems. Fuzzy
optimization with nonlinear membership functions have also been attempted for improving modeling
accuracy [56] .
Figure 2.1 Triangular Fuzzy Number Modeling for Varying Gate Length
The triangular fuzzy number in Figure 2.1 is commonly denoted by a triple X = (xm

xl

xu), where
xm is the most possible value or the mean value and xl

xu are the lower and upper bounds, denoting
the pessimistic and optimistic value of the number. Depending on the context, the value x l can be
pessimistic or optimistic variation from the mean value xm and the same holds for the value xu. In
the context of VLSI circuit optimization, the triple Le f f  

Lme f f  L
l
e f f  L
u
e f f  can be used to model
variations in channel length. Since the general objective in circuit optimization is to minimize delay
or power, the pessimistic value in this context for effective channel length is Lue f f , which is the sum
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of Lme f f
 3σ. Similarly if we model the gate oxide thickness as a fuzzy triple, the pessimistic value is
once again the upper bound value.
2.4.2 Solution Technique: Fuzzy Linear Programming
In this subsection, we explain the solution methodology of variation aware optimization using
fuzzy linear programming. Fuzzy linear programming (FLP) is a special case of fuzzy mathematical
programming, where objective function and constraints of the optimization problem are linear. The
varying coefficients are assumed to vary linearly in the specified interval. The FLP problem shown
here is a maximization problem with uncertain coefficient in the constraints.
maximize
n
∑
i  1
aixi (2.5)
sub ject to
n
∑
i  1
˜b jixi 
 c j  1 
 j 
 m
where, m is the number of constraints, n the number of variables and at least one x j  0. In the
above optimization problem, the coefficient ˜b ji is the interval valued fuzzy number which has a mean
value, b ji and a maximum variation of d ji. The upper bound is assumed to be the pessimistic variation
for this fuzzy number. The fuzzy number ˜b ji is also assumed to vary linearly with the value of the
variable xi. To defuzzify the FLP we need to identify the lower and upper bounds of the optimal
solution. The upper bound value for the fuzzy optimization problem can be estimated by setting the
fuzzy coefficients fixed to the average case of the triangular fuzzy number as shown in the following
equation.
Ob j1   maximize
n
∑
i  1
aixi (2.6)
sub ject to
n
∑
i  1
b jixi 
 c j  1 
 j 
 m
Similarly, the lower bound value is found by setting the fuzzy coefficients to the pessimistic (assumed
to be upper bound here) value,
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Ob j2   maximize
n
∑
i  1
aixi (2.7)
sub ject to
n
∑
i  1

b ji
 d ji  xi 
 c j  1 
 j 
 m
Now, with these bound objective values and a new variation parameter, we can formulate a crisp
problem, which will represent a optimal solution in presence of variations. The objective function for
the fuzzy programming problem takes values between this lower Ob jl = min(Ob j1, Ob j2) and upper
Ob ju = max(Ob j1, Ob j2) bound values. Using these bound values and the symmetric definition of
fuzzy decision proposed by Bellman and Zadeh [64], the fuzzy problem can be de-fuzzified into a
crisp nonlinear problem as shown in the following equation.
maximize λ (2.8)
λ  Ob jl  Ob ju  
n
∑
i  1
aixi
 Ob ju 
 0 
n
∑
i  1

b ji
 λd ji  xi  c j 
 0  1 
 j 
 m
x j  0  0 
 λ 
 1 1 
 i 
 n
where, λ is the variation parameter introduced in the crisp problem which is to be maximized for an
fuzzy optimal solution between the lower and upper bound values. The solution of this nonlinear
programming problem can be interpreted as representing an overall degree of satisfaction in presence
of varying parameters [56]. In the general formulation the variation parameter λ can take values
between 0 and 1. In the next section, we explain the basic of our second technique, namely the
stochastic chance constrained programming problem.
2.5 Stochastic Chance Constrained Programming
Programming under probabilistic constraints as a decision model under uncertainty, has been in-
troduced by charnes, cooper and symonds [8]. The methodology was coined as chance constrained
programming by these authors for this model, its extension and its variants [7]. Similar to the fuzzy
programming technique, the chance constrained programming handles uncertainty in mathematical
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programming based formulations. The chance constrained technique uses a relaxation step to con-
vert the uncertain optimization problem into a crisp nonlinear programming problem. The focus of
stochastic chance constrained programming is to increase feasibility of the program’s ability to meet
constraints in an uncertain environment. Next, we explain the solution technique of the chance con-
straint programming methodology. The discussion starts with the underlying linear programming
problem, which can be shown as,
minimize Ct x (2.9)
s  t  Ax

b

x

0
Here, h and x are n-vectors, b is a m-vector and A is a m x n matrix. In several engineering problems,
the estimation of the constraint matrix A is difficult and has a certain amount of uncertainty associ-
ated with it. In such situations, the system is required to satisfy the corresponding constraint with a
probability p  

0

1

. The stochastic equivalent of the linear programming problem can be shown as,
minimize ct x (2.10)
s  t  P

Ax

b

p

x

0
The probability p, in the context of engineering type problems, may reflect the reliability of the system.
The probability p ensures that the state of the system remains within a subset of all possible states.
The subset mainly focuses on functioning of the system without major failures. The choice of the
probability p is often arbitrary and accounts for the loss whenever constraints are violated. The above
shown formulation can be efficiently transformed under the assumptions of node delay independence
and Gaussian structured random values. The transformed probabilistic constraint can be expressed as
follows,
µ

Ax

 φ  1  1  p


zTCz

0  5

b (2.11)
Here, the assumption is that the random variable has a joint normal distribution with expectation µ and
covariance C (matrix) and z is the standard deviation. The value of φ  1  1  p

for the constraints can
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be used to control the subset size and the associated reliability of the system. A high value for the above
coefficient increases the yield and reliability of the system. Similar to the fuzzy programming solution,
the stochastic chance constrained programming can also be solved using a nonlinear optimization
solver. In this dissertation, we propose statistical design optimization solutions using both fuzzy and
stochastic chance constrained programming for variation awareness in circuit optimization.
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CHAPTER 3
VARIATION AWARE GATE SIZING
3.1 Problem Definition
Gate sizing is a simple yet powerful technique to improve the power/delay ratio of VLSI circuits.
Several modeling schemes and solution methodologies have been proposed over the years to optimize
power and performance through gate sizing. The process of gate sizing can be defined as finding the
optimal drive strengths of individual gates of a circuit for a given objective function and constraints.
For example, the objective function can be to minimize power or area for a specified timing target.
Taxonomy of various gate sizing approaches, found in the literature, categorized as (i) deterministic
[1,2,13,18,41,60,80,90] and (ii) variation aware gate sizing [10,15,26,35,42,49,53–55,58,59,69,78,
87,88,95] approaches is shown in Figure 3.1. The works listed in the Figure have used iterative sizing,
linear programming, geometric programming, game theory and several other interesting formulations
to identify the optimal gate sizes for minimizing the power and/or timing of circuits. The variation
aware gate sizing works models the process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variation using a statistical
approach. The PVT variations in the nanometer era, can be categorized as inter-die and intra-die
variations. The inter-die variation occurs across different dies and affects all the transistors in the chip
in a similar fashion. The intra-die variations, on the other hand, refer to variability within a single
chip resulting in the gate lengths of some transistors larger and some others smaller than the intended
sizes. The characteristics of the intra-die variations are correlated with respect to the position of the
transistor in the die.
The modeling of process variations, initially was limited to statistical static timing analysis (SSTA)
[11,26,74], where continuous distributions are propagated instead of deterministic values to find closed
form expressions for performance in presence of variations. More recently, statistical design optimiza-
tion for improving power and area for an acceptable yield has been investigated in [42,49,53,54,69,95].
In [95], the optimization uses a penalty function to improve the slacks of critical paths to improve yield.
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Figure 3.1 Taxonomy Diagram of Optimization Methods for Gate Sizing
An SSTA engine is used in the iterative optimization framework [49] to find the most critical gates to
size in terms of power/delay sensitivity. A stochastic programming approach with chance (probabilis-
tic) constraints is used in [53] and [54] to incorporate yield in the gate sizing problem formulation.
However, the SSTA based approaches [42,49,95] use continuous distributions, which require a number
of operations to be performed iteratively at each node and hence, involve higher runtimes [20,30]. The
stochastic programming based statistical optimization technique, on the other hand, is reasonably fast,
but is claimed in [40] that it can produce less optimized solutions compared to fuzzy programming,
when tested with Monte-Carlo simulations.
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In this chapter, we propose a new variation aware gate sizing algorithm considering the uncertainty
due to process variations using the concept of fuzzy linear programming. In the context of fuzzy set
theory, imprecision is defined as an uncertainty where it is difficult to even predict the average behavior
of the outcome. Probability theory can be used to model situations in which the average behavior is
predictable (situations that obey the law of large numbers) and enough information is available to
model the probability distribution functions. The theory of fuzzy sets and systems on the other hand,
has been used to model imprecision in different applications such as vision and robotics [64]. In VLSI
design automation, fuzzy logic has been applied to model imprecise coefficients in VLSI testing and
scheduling in high level synthesis [30]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the concepts
of fuzzy sets and systems and fuzzy mathematical programming is being used to model the uncertainty
due to process variations in nanometer VLSI circuits. For simplicity, we use linear delay models [17]
and linear membership functions [28]. However, more complex models including nonlinear or other
posynomial models [56] can be easily incorporated into the fuzzy optimization flow.
The fuzzy optimization is a two step process. Initially, a deterministic optimization is performed
assuming the worst and the average case values for the variation parameters to identify the bounds of
the uncertain problem. The solution bounds and a variation parameter λ is used to transform the un-
certain fuzzy problem into a crisp nonlinear programming problem [28, 64]. The term crisp problem
in fuzzy mathematical programming context refers to a non-fuzzy or non-interval based real value.
The variation parameter λ in this crisp problem ranges from (0,1) and implicitly models the interval
values (fuzzy variables) of the original problem. This transformation is referred to as symmetric re-
laxation [28]. The additional parameter λ introduced during the transformation implicitly captures the
uncertainty due to process variations and a maximization of this variable leads to high process vari-
ation resistance. Fuzzy numbers with nonlinear membership functions can be modeled by replacing
this linear parameter λ with a nonlinear function in terms of the variation parameter. The solution of
this crisp nonlinear problem represents the optimal value in the presence of variations.
The crisp problem, in general, has been proven to provide the most satisfying solution in the
presence of variations in the coefficients of the constraints or objective function in the optimization
[43, 56]. In the context of variation aware circuit optimization, the above crisp model with delay
and power as constraints, can be used to maximize the robustness, i.e., the variation resistance of
the circuit and thus the yield. The proposed approach has been tested on ITC’99 benchmark circuits
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and the results indicate sizable savings in power compared to the worst case deterministic gate sizing
approach. The proposed fuzzy programming based gate sizing also provides better results than the
stochastic programming based gate sizing approach, [54], in terms of power savings with a comparable
runtime. The results are validated using Monte-Carlo simulations, which indicate a high timing yield
for the circuits designed with fuzzy gate sizing methodology. The rest of the chapter is organized
as follows. In Section 3.2, we discuss the motivation as to why fuzzy programming is suitable for
variation aware gate sizing. The details of the proposed modeling and the methodology for fuzzy gate
sizing approach is given in Section 3.3, followed by experimental results and conclusions in Sections
3.4 and 3.5 respectively.
3.2 Why Fuzzy Programming for Variation Aware Gate Sizing ?
In this section, we discuss why fuzzy mathematical programming is well suited for modeling
the uncertainty due to process variations in VLSI circuits. The impact of process variations in the
nanometer-era are completely non-deterministic and the degree of uncertainty is expected to be worse
in future generations [95]. A common approach to handling the uncertainties due to process variations
has been to use probabilistic models, in which the uncertain parameters are represented in terms of
probability distributions. However, the probabilistic way of evaluating and optimizing the uncertainties
is computationally expensive due to the need for complicated multiple integration techniques needed
for continuous distributions [20, 30] or due to the large number of scenarios for the corresponding
discrete representation. Variation aware gate sizing, proposed in [49], using statistical static timing
analysis requires very high execution times.
Furthermore, certain probabilistic modeling requires exhaustive description of uncertain parame-
ters to build probabilistic distributions from historic (empirical) data. When such a description is not
available (for example, in a new technology or for a new variation parameter, where extensive details
of uncertainty is not known), we do not have enough information for deriving or obtaining the prob-
abilistic distributions. Also, exhaustive Monte-Carlo simulations are needed to generate probability
distributions for all the varying parameters. An alternative treatment of uncertainty is needed in the
situations, where in an expert can predict or obtain only the mean and worst case values of an uncertain
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parameter. Fuzzy mathematical programming and interval arithmetic can be used to make decisions
in the above conditions.
In addition to the above arguments, Buckley has also shown in [40] that fuzzy programming based
optimization guarantees solutions that are better or at least as good as their stochastic counterparts.
The author provides a comparison of the stochastic and fuzzy programming methodologies using
Monte-Carlo simulations. The fuzzy optimization, in uncertain environments, finds the best solution
(supremum operation over all feasible solutions) as opposed to averaging (integrals over all feasible
solutions) in stochastic programming based optimization. Hence, fuzzy programming selects a solu-
tion which is better than or at least as good as the stochastic solution. The above arguments provided
us the motivation to investigate fuzzy mathematical programming approach to model uncertainty due
to process variations in VLSI design automation. The performance of the proposed algorithm is com-
pared with that of the stochastic programming based gate sizing in order to illustrate the efficiency
of fuzzy programming for optimizing in presence of variations. It is shown in Section 3.4, that the
proposed approach yields better power savings than stochastic gate sizing with comparable execu-
tion times under the assumptions of same models, setup, parameters and objective function for their
implementations.
In the context of fuzzy gate sizing, the uncertainty due to process variations can be modeled as nor-
mally distributed random variables with mean E and standard deviation σ. We model these variations
as interval valued fuzzy numbers in the range E-3σ and E+3σ, instead of using normal distribution,.
The 3σ, value is assumed to be the deterministic worst case variation value, meaning all uncertain
process parameters are set to 3σ, for maximum timing yield in worst case deterministic optimization.
In the context of fuzzy mathematical programming, possibilistic distributions pi



are analogous to
linear membership functions [30]. The triangular fuzzy number in Figure 2.1 is usually denoted by a
triple X = (xm

xl

xu), where xm is the most possible value or the mean value and xl

xu are the lower
and upper bounds, denoting the pessimistic and optimistic value of the number. Depending on the
context, the value xl can be pessimistic or optimistic variation from the mean value xm and the same
holds for the value xu. In the context of VLSI circuit optimization, the triple Le f f  

Lme f f  L
l
e f f  L
u
e f f 
can be used to model variations in channel length. Since the general objective in circuit optimization
is to minimize delay or power, the pessimistic value in this context for effective channel length is Lue f f ,
which is the sum of Lme f f
 3σ. Similarly if we model the gate oxide thickness as a fuzzy triple, the
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pessimistic value is once again the upper bound value. In the next section, we explain the modeling
and formulation of the variation aware gate sizing problem.
3.3 Proposed Variation Aware Fuzzy Gate Sizing
In this section, we describe our formulation of the gate sizing problem in the presence of uncer-
tainty due to process variations. The problem of gate sizing can be defined as finding the optimal
drive strengths such that the specified critical path timing is met and the overhead (power in this work)
is minimized. We determine the size of the gates with the goal of minimizing dynamic power with
delay as constraints. We use linear programming due to simplicity of modeling, faster execution time
and availability of well developed fuzzy linear programming techniques for variation aware optimiza-
tion [43]. However it should be noted that, fuzzy programming based optimization can also solve
optimization problems in a nonlinear programming setup [56]. Next, we present the power and delay
models used in this work.
3.3.1 Power and Timing Models
The dynamic power consumption of a gate (i) is given as,
Pi  
1
2
fV 2ddEi

Ci
 Cwire 
 Psc (3.1)
where, Pi is the total dynamic power consumed by gate i, f is the clock frequency, Vdd is the supply
voltage for the gate, Ei is the average switching activity of the gate, Ci is the intrinsic gate capacitance
internal to the gate and Cwire is the sum of all the interconnects that fan-out from gate i. Thus, reducing
the size (si) of the gate reduces the intrinsic gate capacitance of gate i, power consumption and fan-in
load capacitance of the gate. Secondly, in this work we model gate delay as a linear function of gate
size. The linear delay model proposed in [17], is given by
di   ai  bisi

ci ∑
jε f o  i 
s j (3.2)
where, si refers to the size of gate i, f o

i

is the set of gates that fan-out from gate i, constant coeffi-
cients ai  bi  ci are empirically determined by extensive SPICE simulations for each gate in the library
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for various sizes and fan-out counts. A similar nominal delay model has also been used in a recent
stochastic programming based statistical gate sizing approach [54].
3.3.2 Variation Modeling with Spatial Correlation
The increasing influence of process variations on circuit yield is making variation aware optimiza-
tion a requirement early in the design flow. The uncertainty due to process variations has been modeled
in most works using the following equation,
D   di

n
∑
j  1
d jX j
 drXr (3.3)
where, di is the nominal delay and X j and Xr are the random parameters representing correlated and
independent variations respectively. The magnitude of these variations is given by the variables d j and
dr, which is determined from extensive simulations. The correlations of different areas of transistors
are different and are usually high for gates close to each other in the die. The correlations in this work
were included in the delay model as proposed by the authors in [4]. The modeling of spatial corre-
lations by dividing the chip into regions and levels is shown in Figure 3.2. The lowest level (Level
0) of the die is divided into sixteen regions and they are grouped into sub-blocks upper levels. The
correlation of connected gates in the die is directly proportional to the number of common regions the
gates share in levels 0 and 1. The gates placed closer to each other have a similar variation character-
istic and hence high correlation. The magnitude of variation in a gate is determined by the count of its
fan-out gates, placed in the same Level 0 region. A gate with all its fan-out gates in the same region is
modeled to have a smaller variation value.
We capture these variations using the concept of fuzzy numbers. We assume the delay of the
gate as an interval with lower and upper bound values. In other words, each gate’s delay is now a
triangular value (average, low, high), instead of a single discrete value. We focus on the intra-die
variations, meaning, each transistor can have a different amount of variation. In the pioneering work
on process variations by Sani Nassif [79], its been pointed out that in the absence of real statistical
data on a process run it’s reasonable to assume a variation parameter value of 25% on the delay due to
process variations. The uncertainty in the delay values are transferred to the coefficients b i and ci of
the linear delay model shown in Equation 3.2. Following the above assumption, in the works, reported
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Figure 3.2 Spatial Correlation of Process Variations [Agarwal, 2003]
in [53, 54], it has been pointed out that the regression coefficients bi and ci closely approximate the
variation effects of le f f and tox based on simulation experiments with statistical data. They observed
that the regression coefficients bi and ci to have a variation values of 8% and 10%, which in turn
corresponded to the 25% variation effect in circuit delay. These coefficients are the fuzzy numbers
of the triangular form with a linearly varying membership function. Since these observations were
an outcome of significant experiments based on statistical data from real process runs, we followed
the same assumptions in our work. This allows us to make a fair comparison with the work reported
in [54]. Next, we explain the proposed fuzzy gate sizing approach for optimization in presence of
process variations.
3.3.3 Variation Aware Fuzzy Gate Sizing
In this section, we use delay constrained dynamic power minimization for the gate sizing problem.
If minimizing power is our sole interest, then all the gates can be set to minimum size. However, the
problem objective is to achieve minimum power for a specified timing target. Hence, the cost function
of the deterministic optimization formulation must include both delay and power. The deterministic
formulation of the sizing problem is given by,
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min∑
i
Pi (3.4)
s  t  Dp 
 Tspec  pεP
and Dp   ∑
iεp

ai  bisi

ci ∑
jε f o  i 
s j 
where, Tspec is the specified timing target of the circuit, p denotes a particular path number in a circuit
which belongs to the set of all paths P and Dp is the sum of the delays of all gates in path p. The sum-
mation of the dynamic power of all the gates is used as as the objective function. The dynamic power
model in Equation 3.1 is substituted here. The fuzzy version of the above deterministic optimization
problem with uncertain parameters is given by,
min∑
i
Pi (3.5)
s  t  Dp 
 Tspec  pεP
and Dp   ∑
iεp

ai  ˜bisi

c˜i ∑
jε f o  i 
s j 
where, si is bounded by minimum and maximum gate size, the coefficients ˜bi and c˜i are the uncertain
parameters. The uncertain parameters are modeled as fuzzy number triples of the form (b i  bi  gi  bi 
gi) and (ci  ci  hi  ci  hi), where gi and hi are the maximum variations for the coefficients bi and ci
respectively. The coefficient bi and ci closely approximate the variation in effective channel length
(Le f f ) and oxide thickness (tox). The authors in, [54], also follow a similar modeling for gate sizing
in the presence of uncertainty using chance constrained programming. The fuzzy gate sizing problem
is then transformed into a crisp nonlinear problem using the following steps. A deterministic opti-
mization is performed initially with the varying coefficients set to worst and average case values of the
fuzzy number. In the worst case optimization, the fuzzy gate delay equation in the fuzzy problem is
replaced with the following equation.
di  

ai 

bi  gi  si


ci
 hi  ∑
jε f o  i 
s j  (3.6)
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The gate delay in the above equation is the most pessimistic estimate, resulting in the worst possible
delay for the gate. It can also be seen that the worst case estimate corresponds to the lower bound
in coefficient bi, since bi is inversely proportional to the effective channel length and upper bound in
coefficient ci as it is directly proportional to gate oxide thickness. Similarly, the typical or nominal
case of the gate delay is the case where the fuzzy numbers are fixed to their average case values. In
the nominal case optimization, the fuzzy delay equations in the fuzzy problem is replaced with the
following equation.
di  

ai 

bi  si


ci  ∑
jε f o  i 
s j  (3.7)
The deterministic optimization problem (Equation 3.4) is solved with the delay equations set to the
worst case and nominal case equations. The KNITRO optimization solver available through the NEOS
optimization server is used to solve the linear programming problems. The results of these optimiza-
tion correspond to worst case gate sizing (wcsizing) and nominal case gate sizing (ncsizing) values. The
above values and a new variation parameter λ are used to transform the fuzzy optimization problem
into a crisp nonlinear programming problem using the symmetric relaxation method [64]. The crisp
nonlinear problem for gate sizing in the presence of process variations is given by,
maximize λ (3.8)
λ  ncsizing  wcsizing   ∑
i
Pi

wcsizing 
 0 
s  t  Dp 
 Tspec  pεP
and Dp   ∑
iεp

ai 

bi  gi  λ  si


ci
 hi  λ  ∑
jε f o  i 
s j 
where, the parameter λ is bounded by 0 and 1. Even though, the parameter λ can take any values
between 0 and 1, for the gate sizing problem, it can be easily bounded to a smaller value. In this work,
we bound the λ value to be between 0.5 and 0.75. We estimated that such a smaller bound is sufficient
due to the dual requirement of high yield and low overhead for the gate sizing optimization in pres-
ence of variations. The smaller bound speeds up the fuzzy gate sizing procedure by 2-3 times, without
affecting the final solution. The crisp optimization problem has three variables, power (Pi), delay (Dp)
and process variations (λ) in the above formulation. The parameter λ is the variation resistance (ro-
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bustness) property of the circuit, meaning the ability to meet the timing constraint even in the presence
of variations. The problem tries to maximize variation resistance, constraints delay value even with
variations to be less than specified timing, and bounds the power value to be in between wcsizing and
ncsizing values. One can favor the power value to be close to the ncsizing value by maximizing the vari-
ation resistance value. Hence, the crisp optimization problem tries to satisfy all the three requirements
to the maximum degree. It has been shown for problems in other application domains that the above
formulation provides the most satisfying optimization solution in the presence of uncertainty [43, 56].
Another issue in the above optimization formulation is that the the number of paths in the circuit
grows exponentially in the number of gates. Hence, the path based formulation is converted to a
node based optimization problem [53, 54]. The node based formulation is a widely used technique
[1, 13, 42, 53, 54, 95] to improve the computational efficiency of optimizing large circuits. The gate
sizing problem with the node based formulation can be shown as,
min∑
i
Pi (3.9)
s  t  a j 
 Tspec  j ε input

PO

s  t  a j
 Di 
 ai  i and j ε input

i

and Di  

ai  bisi

ci ∑
jε f o  i 
s j 
Here a j is the arrival time at node j and Tspec is the timing specification. In the node based approach,
the path based constraints are broken by using arrival time variables at each node. The number of such
constraints is linear and is proportional to the number of interconnects in the circuit. The node based
formulation introduces some sub-optimality (decrease in power optimization in this work). However,
the decrease is negligible for circuits with less than 20 levels of logic [54]. Since the trend in the
nanometer era, is towards higher clock speeds and lesser levels of logic, we believe that the overall
impact is very less and the computational benefit in terms of running time of the optimization justifies
such a modification. In the next section, we present the simulation steps and the experimental results
of the fuzzy gate sizing approach tested on ITC’99 benchmark circuits.
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3.4 Experimental Results
The proposed fuzzy linear programming optimization for gate sizing was tested on ITC’99 bench-
mark circuits. The complete simulation flow is shown in Figure 3.3. First, the RTL level VHDL
netlists are converted to structural level Verilog netlist using the synopsys design compiler tool. The
gate level netlist is completely flattened to the basic gates in the standard cell library. The output Ver-
ilog file from the design compiler is then placed and routed using the cadence design encounter tool.
The benchmark circuits are synthesized using the TSMC 90nm db, lef and tlf libraries. The placed
and routed netlist (DEF file), library of cell delay information and the Verilog file are given as an in-
put to a C script (DEF2AMPL), which converts the netlist into a AMPL based mathematical program
format for power minimization using fuzzy gate sizing. AMPL is a widely used modeling language
for large scale mathematical programming problems. The average switching activity in each line was
calculated by simulating each of the benchmark circuits with 100,000 random vectors. The equation
coefficients for power and delay models for the standard cell library cells in the TSMC 90nm libraries
are characterized for various gate sizes and fan-outs using hspice simulations. The fit is justified as
the rms error is less than 7% for a restricted range of gate sizes (1x - 4x). The DEF2AMPL script
uses these delay equations to generate the linear programming models for the benchmarks with delay
coefficients set to mean and the maximum possible variation (worst case). The maximum variation in
gate delay is assumed to be 25% from its mean value [79]. This is translated into appropriate values
for the coefficients bi and ci in the delay model. The linear optimization problems are solved using
the KNITRO Solver available through the NEOS server for optimization. The DEF2AMPL script uses
the results of these optimizations and generates a fuzzy nonlinear AMPL model. The fuzzy nonlinear
optimization problem is also solved using the KNITRO solver to find the optimal gate sizes in pres-
ence of variations in gate delay. The proposed fuzzy sizing approach is compared with the stochastic
programming based gate sizing under uncertainty [54]. The latter method was also implemented with
the same setup, parameters and objective functions for fairness in comparison.
The power reduction achieved by the fuzzy sizing approach compared to worst case deterministic
sizing and the stochastic programming approach is documented in Table 5.2. The worst case sizing
results correspond to the delay coefficients set to their maximum variation case. Tspec corresponds to
the minimum required delay for the circuit, obtained by unconstrained delay optimization. Optimized
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Figure 3.3 Fuzzy Gate Sizing: Simulation Flow
power values for worst case gate sizing, stochastic programming based gate sizing and fuzzy program-
ming based gate sizing is shown in columns 4, 5 and 6 and the percentage reduction in power of fuzzy
approach compared to worst case and stochastic approach is given in columns 7 and 8 respectively.
The percentage savings compared to deterministic worst case sizing in power is calculated using the
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Figure 3.4 Fuzzy Gate Sizing: Execution Time
Table 3.1 Variation Aware Gate Sizing Results on Benchmark Circuits
ITC ’99 Number TSpec Gate Sizing Power

µw

CPU time (sec) % Reduction
Circuit of gates (ns) of F-GS over
DWC-GS S-GS F-GS S-GS F-GS DWC-GS S-GS
b11 385 0.25 288 254 232 1.54 1.62 19% 9%
b12 834 0.39 465 397 357 7.12 7.84 23% 10%
b14 4232 2.62 1826 1695 1524 29.18 34.45 16% 9%
b15 4585 2.98 1774 1521 1397 31.2 38.4 21% 8%
b20 8900 2.68 3797 3423 3120 68.14 72.13 18% 9%
b17 21191 3.48 8423 7812 7044 133.5 136.3 16% 10%
b18 43151 4.11 14176 13045 11753 269.55 282.36 17% 10%
Average Savings Percent 18.57% 9.2%
Tspec : Timing Specification; DWC-GS : Deterministic Worst Case Gate Sizing
S-GS : Stochastic Gate Sizing [54] and F-GS : Fuzzy Gate Sizing [This work]
following equation,
PR1  
PowerDWC  GS  PowerF  GS
PowerDWC  GS 
100 (3.10)
Similarly, the percentage improvement of fuzzy sizing compared to stochastic sizing is calculated as,
PR2  
PowerS  GS  PowerF  GS
PowerS  GS 
100 (3.11)
It can be seen that there is a sizable savings in power by using the fuzzy sizing approach as compared to
deterministic worst case gate sizing and stochastic programming approach. The execution time of the
fuzzy optimization approach is also shown in Table 5.2. We also studied the impact of our algorithm
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on leakage power using the leakage models proposed in [15]. The fuzzy approach and the stochastic
approach on the average improve leakage power by close to 17% and 8% respectively compared to the
deterministic worst case (DWC) approach during variation aware gate sizing. It should be noted that
the above result only indicates the impact of our proposed algorithm formulation on leakage power.
However, a multiobjective optimization framework will need to be formulated to efficiently optimize
both dynamic and leakage power.
Figure 3.5 Improvement in Power Savings: F-GS With Correlations
The run-time of the fuzzy logic based optimization is comparable to the stochastic programming
approach as seen from Table 5.2. Figure 3.4 also illustrates that the runtime complexity of fuzzy linear
programming for gate sizing is close to linear in the number of gates in the circuit. Secondly, the
effects of spatial correlation are considered as mentioned in Section 3.3. The variation magnitudes g i
and hi of gate delay coefficients bi and ci are discretized and the contribution of each fan-out gate is
weighed inversely with respect to the number of sharing regions between the gates. Figure 3.5 shows
the percentage savings of the correlation aware variation modeling when compared to base fuzzy gate
sizing approach. It can be clearly seen that the spatial correlation model eliminates further pessimism
in the variation modeling and achieves a average savings of 3.4% power reduction compared to the
base F-GS approach. Finally, to verify the result of the fuzzy sizing approach, we generated 10000
samples of the ITC’99 benchmarks. The circuits were fixed with gate size outputs from the fuzzy
sizing method and the gate coefficient values bi and ci were assumed to have random variation value in
the range bi to bi  gi and ci to ci
 hi respectively. The variation value was generated from a uniform
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distribution between these ranges. We then performed Monte-Carlo simulation with these random
samples to determine the frequency of timing violations. The fuzzy logic approach had an timing
yield of around 99-100% for all the benchmark circuits. This confirms the fact that the fuzzy gate
sizing approach provides high resistance to process variations without compromising on the power
overheads.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a new approach for gate sizing considering process variations using
fuzzy linear programming. The variations in channel length and oxide thickness are modeled as fuzzy
numbers with linear membership functions. The proposed fuzzy gate sizing approach maximizes vari-
ation resistance (robustness) of the circuit, with delay and power as constraints in the formulation.
Experimental results on ITC’99 benchmark circuits indicate sizable savings in power and a runtime
comparable with that of the stochastic sizing approach. The results validated using Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations, confirms the high variation resistance of the circuits sized using the fuzzy programming
approach.
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CHAPTER 4
VARIATION AWARE TIMING BASED PLACEMENT
4.1 Problem Definition
Circuit optimization techniques such as, gate sizing, incremental placement, buffer insertion, is
commonly used to improve the performance of integrated circuits. Timing based incremental place-
ment is crucial in nanometer circuits to meet the high performance requirement. The process finds the
optimal locations of cells in a critical sub circuit such that the delay of the circuit is minimized. Circuit
designers over the years, have used corner case models to optimize and analyze designs. The idea is to
meet the timing specification at the best, worst and typical case model values. However, with process
variations, the above test results can be far from the actual values. A guarded approach in terms of
yield, to eliminate the effects of variability, is to perform deterministic optimization at the worst case
values of the varying parameters. The worst case approach guarantees high timing yield, but leads
to sub-optimal solutions in terms of performance. Timing yield in this context, is defined as the per-
centage of chips meeting the timing specification. Typical case value, on the other hand, guarantees
optimal solutions but can result in unacceptable timing yield. It is clear that new methodologies are
needed, which can guarantee a high timing yield and at the same time provide a solution with a high
power/performance ratio.
Several researchers have investigated the effects of variations in timing analysis and statistical de-
sign optimization. Static timing analysis was replaced with statistical static timing analysis (SSTA)
[11, 74], where continuous distributions are propagated instead of deterministic values to find closed
form expressions for performance in the presence of variations. Recently, variation aware gate siz-
ing for improving power and area for an acceptable yield has been investigated in [49, 54, 87]. Thus,
the consideration of process variations is important in the design and the optimization of circuits.
In this paper, we propose the use of fuzzy mathematical programming (FMP) and stochastic chance
constrained programming for variation aware timing based incremental placement problem. The un-
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certainty due to process variations are modeled using fuzzy numbers in the FMP case and using
probabilistic constraints in the chance constrained programming formulation. Recently, the authors
in [5, 81, 84] have considered process variations, while solving the placement problem. The authors
in [81], have considered the effects of variations during placement in FPGAs. Variations due to lens
aberrations have been considered in [5] and a fuzzy optimization flow for timing variations in [84,86].
A taxonomy of related works on deterministic and variation aware timing based placement works are
shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Taxonomy Diagram of Timing Based Placement
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The problem of timing based incremental placement is an important part of the timing convergence
flow. It can be formally defined as the process of finding the optimal locations of cells in a critical
sub circuit such that the delay of the circuit is minimized. In timing based placement, the length
of interconnects in the critical paths need to be minimized by changing the locations of certain cells
[83, 91]. The timing of a circuit is usually measured in terms of the worst negative slack and the
total negative slack. Slack in this context, is defined as the difference between the required time and
actual arrival time of the signal. Timing driven placement approaches can be categorized into net-
based [83, 97] and path based [6, 9, 19] approaches. The net-based approach translates the timing
requirements into sensitivity coefficients of timing critical nets and performs a weighted wire length
minimization. Hence, modeling the effects of process variations in these net-based approaches is not
straightforward. On the other hand, the path based approaches hold an accurate timing view and
minimize critical path delay more directly by involving path delay constraints in the optimization
problem. A problem with the path based approach is their high computational complexity due to the
exponential number of paths. But path based delay constraints can be transformed into node-based
constraints [9, 87] to improve the feasibility of optimizing large circuits. The transformation only
introduces a sub-optimality of 1-2% [54].
The theory of fuzzy sets and systems over the years, has been applied in VLSI design automation
for high level synthesis [30] and for modeling variations in gate sizing [87]. The uncertainty due
to variations can be modeled using fuzzy numbers with linear membership functions. The proposed
timing based placement approach is formulated to minimize the worst negative slack of the circuit
in the presence of process variations. The fuzzy optimization approach, starts with a deterministic
optimization assuming the worst and the average case values for the variation parameters. The results
of these deterministic optimizations are used to convert the fuzzy optimization problem into a crisp
nonlinear problem using the symmetric relaxation method [64]. The crisp problem formulation, in
general, has been shown to provide satisfactory solution in the presence of imprecision or variations in
coefficients of the constraints or objective function in the optimization problem [56]. We show that the
fuzzy optimization approach improves the variation resistance of the circuit without compromising on
the achievable performance. The stochastic chance constrained programming (CCP) approach is again
a well established technique for performing uncertainty aware optimization. It has previously been
applied to model process variations during the gate sizing problem [53, 54]. Here, we also perform
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variation aware nonlinear timing based placement using stochastic CCP. The stochastic CCP is cast
as a robust mathematical program with varying parameters in the constraints of the formulation. The
proposed approach uses probabilistic constraints to capture the uncertainty due to process variations.
The optimization as a pre-processing step, converts these probabilistic constraints into an equivalent
second-order conic program (SOCP) by explicitly using the mean, variance and the inverse-distribution
of the varying parameters. Similar to the crisp-fuzzy problem, the translated stochastic-SOCP is solved
using an interior point nonlinear optimization solver.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we motivate why FMP and SOCP
are well suited for variation aware optimization. The proposed fuzzy timing based placement and
Stochastic placement techniques are presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. The experimental
results are presented in Section 4.6 and the conclusions in Sections 4.7.
4.2 Motivation
Timing based, incremental placement improves circuit delay by decreasing the length of the nets
in the most critical paths, which are not identified in the global placement flow. Several researchers
have investigated the timing based placement problem with deterministic models. However, with the
increasing impact of variability in process parameters there is a strong need to develop optimization
approaches with non-deterministic models. Probability density function and cumulative distribution
function based techniques have been commonly used to perform uncertainty aware optimization. How-
ever, the probabilistic way of propagating and optimizing these uncertainties is computationally ex-
pensive due to the requirement of complicated multiple integration techniques needed for continuous
distributions [20, 30]. The discrete probabilistic representation, on the other hand, can have huge exe-
cution time due to the large number of scenarios, which needs to be considered. Secondly, the problem
of timing based placement is inherently suited to mathematical programming based optimization for-
mulation. Hence, we investigate fuzzy mathematical programming and stochastic chance constrained
programming based techniques for uncertainty aware optimization.
Further, both Stochastic and fuzzy programming based techniques, have been widely used to op-
timize uncertainty in several engineering areas. Modeling process variations using these techniques
only requires the mean and variance values of the uncertain parameters. Further, Buckley [40] used
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Monte-Carlo simulation, to show that fuzzy programming based optimization guarantees solutions that
are better or at least as good as their stochastic counterparts. In [87], it is shown that fuzzy program-
ming based optimization, can produce better solutions compared to their stochastic chance constrained
programming technique. However, the above results were obtained using linear constraints and objec-
tive functions in the optimization formulation. In this work, we investigate a nonlinear formulation of
both methods for the timing based placement problem.
4.3 Incremental Timing Based Placement
In this section, we initially explain the deterministic path based timing based placement formu-
lation used as the basis in this work. Next, we discuss the fuzzy modeling of variations, the fuzzy
mathematical programming formulation as well as the stochastic formulation for the timing based
placement problem. The variation-aware timing based placement formulation is explained in detail in
the context of fuzzy programming solution and only the necessary differences are highlighted in the
stochastic placement subsection.
In timing based placement (TBP), the objective is to improve the performance by changing the
locations of the critical cells. We use a critical cell selection algorithm, similar to the one proposed
in [83] to identify the set of movable cells. The algorithm for the critical cell selection used in this
work is shown in Figure 4.2. The algorithm marks cells with different critical id’s (crit id) based on
their adjacency to the most critical path. Each critical cell is also marked with a movable distance,
which is proportional to its crit id and the move length. The move length is estimated as a function of
the number of gates placed in the neighborhood of the current cell. The problem of incremental TBP
can be naturally modeled as a mathematical programming problem. The crit id and move distance
values set during the pre-processing stages are used as constraints and constants in the timing critical
programming formulation. The variables in the timing based placement are the movable cell locations
xi and yi and the interconnect boundary variables le f t j  right j  top j and bot j . Here, we start with
describing the changes in interconnect length and load capacitance and then show how these changes
affect the delay of the circuit. Assume xI and yI to be the new locations of the cell I, then the half
perimeter bounding box model for the net j introduces the following constraints.
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Figure 4.2 Pre-Processing for Incremental Timing Based Placement
le f t j 
 xi;right j  xi;  cell I connected (4.1)
bot j 
 yi; top j  yi to interconnect j
where, I include all the cells connected to net j. The wire length of net j is then calculated as,
L j  

right j  le f t j  

top j  bot j  ; (4.2)
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Table 4.1 Notations and Terminology
Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning
L j Half perimeter wire length of line j Dgi Delay of gate I
xi  yi x and y co-ordinates of cell I Sgi Transition delay of gate I
Cp j Output capacitance of line j Si Slew of net I
c Unit capacitance value le f t j  right j Left and right co-ordinates of net j
r Unit resistance value top j  bot j Top and bottom co-ordinates of net j
cpin j Pin capacitance of line j Dnet j Delay of interconnect j
Snet j Transition delay on net j λ Variation resistance value
arri  arrgt j Arrival time on net I and gate j Tspec Timing Specification
η Timing Yield of circuit σ Standard deviation
A0  A1  A2 Fitting coefficients gate delay B0  B1  B2 Fitting coefficients transition delay
KD  KS Elmore delay constants VA1  VA2  VKD Variation Coeffients for A1  A2  KD
The output capacitance Cp j on net j is given by the sum of the wire capacitance on j and the pin
capacitance Cpin j .
Cp j   c  L j
 Cpin j; (4.3)
where, c is the constant denoting the unit capacitance value. The gate delay and transition function are
linear functions of the output load capacitance Cpi and the input slew Si.
Dgi   A0
 A1  Si
 A2 Cpi; (4.4)
Sgi   B0
 B1  Si
 B2 Cpi; (4.5)
where, the constants A0  A1  A2  B0  B1 and B2 are the fitting coefficients for different gates in the library.
Also, these coefficients differ for different inputs of a gate and depending on the falling or a rising
transition. Finally the interconnect delay and transition time on net j is given by,
Dnet j   KD  r L j 
 c  L j
2
 Cpin j  ; (4.6)
Snet j   Ks  r L j 
 c  L j
2
 Cpin j  ; (4.7)
where, r is the unit resistance and KD, Ks are the Elmore delay constants 0.69 and 2.2 respectively. A
complete list of the notations and terminology in the equations of timing based placement, fuzzy and
stochastic programming context is given in Table 4.1. The above equations for interconnect and gate
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delays denote the base (nominal) delay used in this work. The uncertain parameters in accordance
with, recent statistical design optimization works, can be modeled as:
D   di

n
∑
j  1
d jX j
 drXr (4.8)
where, di is the nominal delay and X j and Xr are the random parameter determining correlated and
independent variations respectively. The magnitude of these variations is given by the variables d j
and dr, which is determined from extensive simulations. In this work, we capture these variations
using the concept of fuzzy numbers and probabilistic constraints. We assume that the delay of a
gate and interconnect as a value with upper and lower bounds. In other words, each gate’s delay is
now a triangular value of the form (average, low, high). The spatial correlations of different areas of
transistors are different and captured by dividing the circuit area into n regions as approached in [35].
Further, we model the uncertainty in the gate delay equation due to the variations in the net length
using the fitting coefficients A1 and A2. These coefficients are modeled as a triangular value with
higher and lower bounds representing the deviation from the nominal value. Secondly, the uncertainty
in the interconnect delay is modeled by abstracting the Elmore delay constant (KD) to be an interval
value. These coefficients are of triangular form with a linearly varying membership function. Next, we
explain the proposed fuzzy timing based placement approach for optimization in presence of process
variations.
4.4 Variation Aware Fuzzy Timing Based Placement
The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh in 1965, where an element’s membership in
a set could be any value within the range [0, 1]. Along with fuzzy sets, Bellman and Zadeh [64]
also introduced fuzzy programming based optimization. Since then, several models and approaches
have been proposed in the literature for uncertainty management which is based on fuzzy linear pro-
gramming, fuzzy multi-objective programming, fuzzy dynamic programming, fuzzy integer program-
ming, possibilistic programming and fuzzy nonlinear programming [56]. The reader is referred to
Sakawa [56] and Zadeh [64] for detailed treatment of the basics on fuzzy mathematical programming
(FMP). An important step in fuzzy programming is the modeling of uncertainty. In this work, we
model the uncertainty due to process variations using fuzzy numbers with linear membership func-
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tions. In recent statistical optimization works [49, 74], these variations are modeled as normally dis-
tributed random variables with zero mean and standard deviation σ. In this work, we extract the values
of mean and 3σ to model these variations as interval valued fuzzy numbers. The 3σ value is assumed
to be the deterministic worst case variation value, meaning all the random parameters are set to 3σ for
maximum timing yield in the worst case bound deterministic optimization.
Fuzzy numbers are defined using possibilistic distributions. In the context of FMP, it is analogous
to linear membership functions [30]. Triangular and trapezoidal and other nonlinear membership func-
tions can be used for modeling uncertainty, while solving FMP problems. The nonlinear membership
functions can be used for more accurate modeling [56]. For simplicity, we model the uncertainty due
to process variations using triangular membership functions. The variations are represented using a
triple X = (xm

xl

xu), where xm is the most possible value or the mean value and xl

xu are the lower
and upper bounds. Depending on the context, the value xl can be a pessimistic or optimistic variation
from the mean value xm and the same holds for xu. In the context of VLSI circuit optimization, the
triple Le f f  

Lme f f  L
l
e f f  L
u
e f f  can be used to model the variations in channel length. The pessimistic
value in this case is the upper bound Lue f f which is the sum of Lme f f
 3σ. Since the effective length is
inversely proportional to our objective performance, the value Lme f f  3σ is the upper bound or worst
case variation value. The fuzzy programming solution methodology can be explained with a simple
linear programming problem of the form,
maximize
n
∑
i  1
aixi (4.9)
sub ject to
n
∑
i  1
˜b jixi 
 c j  1 
 j 
 m
where, m is the number of constraints, n the number of variables, c j is the limit of the constraint, b ji
and ai are constant regression coefficients, xi is the variable in the optimization formulation and at least
one xi  0. In the above optimization problem, the coefficient ˜b ji is the interval valued fuzzy number
which has a mean value, b ji and a maximum variation of d ji. The upper bound is assumed to be the
pessimistic variation for this fuzzy number. The fuzzy number ˜b ji is also assumed to vary linearly with
the value of the variable xi. As a pre-processing step, the fuzzy programming problem is solved with
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the variation parameters set to their worst and typical case values. The results of these deterministic
optimizations and the symmetric relaxation theorem are used to convert the fuzzy program into a crisp
program (Equation 4.10), which represents an optimal solution in the presence of variations. The
conversion of the fuzzy program into a crisp program is also referred to as the de-fuzzification step.
maximize λ (4.10)
λ  Ob jl  Ob ju  
n
∑
i  1
aixi
 Ob ju 
 0 
n
∑
i  1

b ji
 λd ji  xi  c j 
 0  1 
 j 
 m
x j  0  0 
 λ 
 1 1 
 i 
 n
Here, λ is referred to as the variation resistance parameter. The crisp problem is formulated as to
maximize the variation resistance parameter and maintain the original optimization objective within
the deterministic optimization bounds. The solution of the problem can be interpreted as representing
an overall degree of satisfaction in the presence of varying parameters [56]. In the next section, we
explain the fuzzy linear programming formulation for the timing based incremental placement problem
in the presence of uncertainty due to process variations.
In this work, we perform timing minimization by changing the locations of the critical cells in
the presence of variations. The problem minimizes the worst negative slack with the location con-
straints given in Equation 4.1 and the delay constraints given in Equations 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7). The
deterministic formulation of the incremental TBP problem can be shown as,
minimize Tspec (4.11)
arrnet 
 Tspec  netεEP
arr j   arrgti1
 Dggti1 where jεout

gti1

arrgti  arrgti ﬀ k
 Dnetgti ﬀ k  kεip

gti

where, Tspec is the worst negative slack or the critical path delay of the circuit, EP is the set of end
points of the circuit, which are the primary outputs in case of a combinational circuit and input to
flip-flops in the case of a sequential circuit. The arrnetid and arrgtid denote the arrival time variables
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for each interconnect and gate, which are replicated for the whole circuit along with the gate and
delay equations. The delay equation’s Dgi and Dnet j are expanded as shown in equations 4.4 and
4.6. In addition to the above constraints the location constraints (Equation 4.1) are also part of the
optimization formulation, However not shown here, since it is not inspected by the variation aware
formulation. The fuzzy version of the above deterministic optimization formulation with uncertain
parameters is given as follows,
minimize Tspec (4.12)
arrnet 
 Tspec  netεEP
arr j   arrgti1

˜Dggti1 where jεout

gt1

arrgti  arrgt ﬀ k

˜Dnetgti ﬀ k  kεip

gti

where, the coefficients ˜Dgi and ˜Dnet j are the uncertain parameters. The uncertain parameters are
modeled as fuzzy number triples of the form (Dgi  Dgi  mi  Dgi  mi) and (Dneti  Dneti  ni  Dneti 
ni), where mi and ni are the maximum variations for the nominal gate delay Dgi and interconnect delay
Dneti respectively. The fuzzy problem is then transformed into a crisp nonlinear problem using the
following steps. The deterministic optimization is performed initially with the varying coefficients set
to worst and average case values of the fuzzy number. In the worst case optimization, the gate delay
equations in the fuzzy optimization problem are replaced with the following equation.
Dgi   A0


A1
 VA1   Si


A2
 VA2  Cpi (4.13)
Dnet j  

KD
 VKD   r L j 
 c  L j
2
 Cpin j 
where, VA1  VA2 and VKD represents the variation values applied to these coefficients to represent the
worst case variation in gate and interconnect delay. The gate and interconnect delay in the above
equations are the pessimistic estimates, resulting in high delay value. Similarly, the typical or nominal
value of the gate delay is the case where the fuzzy numbers are fixed to their average values. In
the nominal case optimization, the fuzzy delay equations in the fuzzy problem are replaced with the
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following equation.
Dgi   A0


A1   Si


A2  Cpi; (4.14)
Dnet j  

KD   r L j 
 c  L j
2
 Cpin j  ;
The deterministic optimization problem is solved with the delay equations set to these worst case
and nominal case equations. KNITRO optimization solver available through the NEOS optimization
server is used to solve these linear programming problems. The results of these deterministic opti-
mizations correspond to the worst negative slack of the worst case timing setting (wctbp) and nominal
case timing setting (nctbp). Using these bounds and a new variation parameter λ the fuzzy optimization
problem is transformed into a crisp nonlinear programming problem using the symmetric relaxation
method [64]. The incremental TBP problem in the presence of process variations is converted to its
corresponding crisp formulation as shown in Equation 4.15.
maximize λ (4.15)
λ  nctbp  wctbp   Tspec  wctbp 
 0
arrnet 
 Tspec  netεEP
arr j   arrgti1

˜Dggti1 where jεout

gti1

arrgti  arrgti ﬀ k

˜Dnetgti ﬀ k  kεip

gti

Dgi   A0


A1
 VA1  λ   Si 

A2
 VA2  λ  Cpi;
Dnet j  

KD
 VKD  λ   r L j 
 c  L j
2
 Cpin j  ;
where, the parameter λ is bounded by 0 and 1. The spatial correlations can be incorporated by making
the coefficients VA1, VA2 and VKD in the delay equation as a function of the current and fan-out gate’s
location in the chip. The chip area can be partitioned into n areas as in [35] such that the gates within
the same block will have high correlation. Even though, the parameter λ can take any value between 0
and 1, it can be easily bounded to a smaller value in the TBP. Here, we bound the λ value to be between
0.3 and 0.7. We estimated that such a smaller bound is sufficient due to the dual requirement of high
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yield and high performance for the timing based placement optimization in presence of variations.
The smaller bound improves the performance of the fuzzy optimization problem by a factor of 2-3x,
without any effect on the solution optimality.
The crisp optimization problem has two variables in the cost function namely delay and variation
parameter λ. The parameter λ is the variation resistance (robustness) property of the circuit, meaning
the ability to meet timing constraint even in the presence of variations. The problem tries to maximize
variation resistance and bounds the delay value to be in between wctbp and nctbp values. Favoring
the delay value to be close to the nctbp value, as the objective is to maximize variation resistance
of the circuit. It has been proved for problems in other domain that the above formulation provides
the most satisfying solution for optimization in presence of variations [56]. Finally, a timing driven
legalization is performed to remove cell overlaps in the circuit. In the next section, we explain the
stochastic placement formulation, with only the necessary changes in the variation-aware modeling of
the placement problem.
4.5 Stochastic Timing Based Placement
In this section, we describe our formulation of the stochastic timing based placement optimization
technique. The formulation is cast as a robust mathematical program, which is then reformulated into
an equivalent second order conic program (SOCP). The SOCP analytically captures the dependence
of the constraints and objectives of the optimization using the mean and variance of the uncertain
parameters. The advantage of stochastic formulation is the ability to consider the uncertainty of the
constraints in an explicit fashion. The stochastic chance constrained programming technique models
the uncertainty using probabilistic constraints. The probabilistic constraints are converted to an equiv-
alent SOCP with mean m¯ and standard deviation σ. The mean corresponds to nominal delay value
as explained in the fuzzy modeling section and the standard deviation is chosen in accordance with
the values in [79]. The SOCP formulation also has an inverse cumulative distribution function (cdf)
function, which controls the yield of the optimization problem. The estimated timing yield of the op-
timized circuit is directly proportional to the value of the inverse cdf function. We use an inverse cdf
value of 3 (corresponding to parameter 3σ in fuzzy formulation) to achieve a 99.7% timing yield. The
main difference of the stochastic placement formulation compared to the fuzzy placement technique
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described in the previous section is the arrival time constraints with gate delay (Dg) and interconnect
delay (Dnet), which are assumed to vary due to process variations. The deterministic version of the
timing based placement’s arrival time constraints can be shown as,
arr j  arrgti
 Dggti where jεout

gti

(4.16)
arrgti  arrgti ﬀ k
 Dnetgti ﬀ k  kεip

gti

Here, the incremental interconnect arrival time constraint bounds the arrival time of an interconnect
output ( j) to be greater than or equal to the sum of arrival time of the gate (gti) and the gate delay
(Dggti). The second constraint, bounds the arrival time of a gate (gti) to be greater than or equal to
the sum of arrival time of its inputs arrgti ﬀ k and the interconnect delay Dnetgti ﬀ k . A separate constraint
is added to the formulation for each input k of gate (gti). The above two constraints are added for all
the gate and interconnect of the circuit. The stochastic formulation for the above deterministic arrival
time constraints can be shown as,
P

arr j  arrgti
 Dggti   η where jεout

gti

(4.17)
P

arrgti  arrgti ﬀ k
 Dnetgti ﬀ k   η  kεip

gti

The formulation is based on chance constrained programming, with roots in stochastic programming,
in which the constraint has to be met with a probability of η. In the context of timing based placement,
the parameter η corresponds to the timing yield of the circuit. An equivalent formulation for the above
probabilistic constraint using mean or nominal value ¯D, cumulative distribution function (cdf(φ)) and
standard deviation (σ)can be shown as,
arr j  arrgti

¯Dggti
 φ   1   η

σDggti where jεout

gti1

(4.18)
arrgti  arrgti ﬀ k

¯Dnetgti ﬀ k
 φ   1   η

σDnetgti  k  kεip

gti

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Here, the probabilistic constraint for gate delay is replaced with the sum of mean gate delay ¯Dggti1
and the product of its standard deviation σDggti and an inverse cdf value φ   1 

η

for high timing
yield. Similarly, the constraint for interconnect delay is also replaced with its equivalent mean, cdf
and standard deviation value. The above constraint is qualitatively different from the deterministic
one, since it considers both the mean and variance of the delay values as the decision variables of the
optimization problem. The complete stochastic CCP based timing based placement formulation can
be shown as,
minimize Tspec (4.19)
arrnet 
 Tspec  netεEP
arr j  arrgti

¯Dggti
 φ   1   η

σDggti where jεout

gti1

arrgti  arrgti ﬀ k

¯Dnetgti ﬀ k
 φ   1   η

σDnetgti  k  kεip

gti

Figure 4.3 Process Variation Aware Incremental Placement
As mentioned in the previous section, In addition to the above shown timing constraints the lo-
cation constraints (Equation 4.1) are also part of the stochastic optimization formulation. The SOCP
formulation with mean and variance values can also be efficiently solved using an interior point opti-
mization solver. It was estimated from simulations, that the inverse cdf value φ   1   η

for high timing
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yield can be substituted with a value of 3 for a predicted timing yield of 99.7%. A simple outline for
the steps involved in the fuzzy and stochastic approaches is shown in Algorithm 4.3.
4.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the simulation flow and experimental results of the proposed fuzzy pro-
gramming based timing placement and compare it with stochastic and worst case process variation
approaches. The variation-aware placement approaches were tested on ITC’99 benchmark circuits.
The complete simulation flow of the proposed fuzzy and stochastic approaches is shown in Figure 6.6.
First, the RTL level VHDL netlists are converted to structural level Verilog netlist using the synopsys
design compiler tool. The output Verilog file from the design compiler is then placed and routed using
the cadence design encounter tool. The design encounter is also used to perform clock synthesis and
timing analysis of the input netlist. The placed and routed netlist (DEF File), timing analysis report
(TARPT) and the Verilog file is given as an input to a C script (DEF2AMPL), which converts the
netlist into an AMPL based mathematical program format for timing based placement optimization.
AMPL is a widely used modeling language for large scale mathematical programming problems. The
DEF2AMPL script, on different options, generates the worst case deterministic, typical case determin-
istic, stochastic or the fuzzy version of the timing based placement problem. The DEF2AMPL script,
as pre-processing step also generates the coefficients A0  A1  A2  B0  B1 and B2 using interpolation. The
script selects the maximum allowable displacement for cells depending on the circuit area and the
gate’s criticality. The list of values for the interpolation is generated from the design encounter tool.
The maximum variation in gate and interconnect delay is assumed to be 25% from the mean value due
to the varying process parameters, which is in accordance with the results in, [12, 79]. This is trans-
lated to the appropriate values of the variation parameters A1  A2andKD, as mentioned in the previous
section.
The mathematical programming problems are solved using the KNITRO nonlinear optimization
solver available through the NEOS server for optimization. The results of the deterministic nominal
and worst case optimizations are also fed to DEF2AMPL script for generating the bound’s constraint in
the fuzzy nonlinear AMPL model. The fuzzy and the stochastic optimization problem find the optimal
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Figure 4.4 Variation Aware Timing Based Placement: Simulation Flow
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Table 4.2 Variation Aware Placement Results on Benchmark Circuits
ITC’ 99 Total Movable Worst Negative Slack (ns) % Improvement
Circuit gates Cells DWC-TBP S-TBP F-TBP Fuzzy Vs WC Stoc Vs WC
b13 309 42 0.121 0.106 0.104 14.1% 12.4%
b11 385 79 0.143 0.127 0.125 12.5% 11.1%
b12 834 98 0.210 0.189 0.185 11.9% 10.0%
b14 3651 1099 3.87 3.43 3.36 13.1% 11.3%
b15 6452 665 2.72 2.47 2.41 11.4% 9.19%
b20 8900 665 5.65 4.99 4.92 12.9% 11.6%
b22 12128 891 7.22 6.68 6.33 12.3% 7.47%
b17 21191 1280 8.61 7.64 7.52 12.6% 11.2%
Average Percent Timing Improvement 12.6% 10.53%
Legend - WNS: Worst Negative Slack; F-TBP: Fuzzy Timing Based Placement;
Legend - DWC: Deterministic Worst Case; S-TBP Stochastic Timing Based Placement;
cell locations in the presence of variations. Finally, timing aware cell legalization is performed to
remove overlaps.
The timing improvement achieved by the fuzzy sizing approach compared to worst case deter-
ministic sizing is documented in Table 5.2. The worst case placement results correspond to the delay
coefficients set to their maximum variation case. The percentage improvement of fuzzy approach
compared to deterministic worst case approach is calculated as,
PR1  
WC  TBP  F  TBP
WC  TBP

100 (4.20)
It can be seen that there is a savings of around 12% in worst negative slack by using the fuzzy
placement approach as compared to deterministic worst case optimization. Secondly, we also present
the results of the stochastic optimization framework in Table 5.2. The percentage improvement of
stochastic placement approach compared to worst case setting is calculated as,
PR1  
WC  TBP  S  TBP
WC  TBP

100 (4.21)
It can be seen that the stochastic placement approach improves the timing by around 10% as
compared to the deterministic worst case optimization at 99.7% timing yield level. As predicted by
Buckley in [40], the fuzzy optimization approach outperforms stochastic programming techniques
even with nonlinear constraints in the formulation. Finally, to verify the timing yield of the fuzzy
based placement approach, we generate multiple samples of the ITC benchmark circuits. The sample
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instances of the benchmark circuits are fixed with placement location outputs from the fuzzy method
and the coefficients of delay are assumed to have random variation value. The variation value is
generated from a uniform distribution between minimum and maximum variation values used in the
optimization. We then performed Monte-Carlo simulation of these random instances to determine
the frequency of timing violations, i.e., number of times delay of the random circuit is greater than
specified timing (Tspec). The fuzzy logic approach had a timing yield of around 99-100% for all the
benchmark circuits. This confirms the fact that the FMP is an efficient approach to design circuits with
high yield without sacrificing much on performance.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we described a formulation for variation-aware timing based placement problem us-
ing fuzzy and stochastic approaches. The uncertainties due to process variations in these formulations
are respectively modeled as fuzzy numbers and probabilistic constraints. The coefficients in the gate
and interconnect delay arrival time constraints are assumed to vary in the optimization formulation.
The proposed variation-aware timing based placement maximizes variation resistance (robustness) of
the circuit, with the timing information represented as constraints. Experimental results on ITC’ 99
benchmark circuits indicate a savings of around 12% for fuzzy programming and 10% for stochastic
programming in average compared to the worst case deterministic approach. The proposed results
validated using Monte-Carlo simulations also confirm high timing yield for circuits designed with the
variation-aware techniques.
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CHAPTER 5
VARIATION AWARE BUFFER INSERTION
5.1 Introduction
In nanometer era, it is crucial to consider area, power and process variation metrics in the op-
timization formulation. Further, interconnects have become longer and net delay has become more
dominant than logic delay. The interconnect delay, to its first order, is proportional to the square of the
length of the wire. This has increased the importance for interconnect driven performance optimization
techniques such as, buffer insertion/sizing, wire sizing/spacing and driver sizing. Of these techniques,
buffer insertion has effectively been able to divide the wires into smaller segments and bring the wire
delay to almost linear in terms of its length. Further, it has also been estimated in [62], that 35% of
the total standard logic cells in a circuit will be buffers at the 65nm technology level. Therefore, it is
highly important to find optimal number of buffers for low overhead timing optimization.
Several researchers have proposed buffer insertion techniques and they can be mainly classified
as net-based [16, 93], path based [23, 29] and network-based [31, 85, 96] techniques. In net-based
approach, buffers are inserted in nets to create positive slack at the source. Even with criticality based
net-ordering mechanisms, it may lead to sub-optimal over-buffering due to a lack of global view.
The path based buffer insertion algorithms abstracted a path as a routing tree and inserted buffers
on them to minimize the critical path delay [23]. The approach achieves more reduction in buffers
costs compared to net-based approaches, but still suffers from lack of global view as it considers each
path independently. Because of their greedy approach, earlier processed nets/paths can over-consume
buffers resulting in a non-optimal solution [29]. Circuit wise buffer insertion techniques, on the other
hand takes a whole circuit as an input instead of an individual net or path. The first such approach
in, [31], uses largrangian relaxation techniques but suffers from unrealistic assumptions of at least one
buffer in each interconnect. The network-based approach in [96] uses a piece-wise linear programming
formulation to model the nonlinear delay improvements of the buffer insertion problem. However,
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the above approaches do not consider variability in their formulation and hence are not suitable for
optimizing designs in the nanometer regime.
Variation aware techniques for buffer insertion have also been proposed in [36, 45]. However,
the approaches, in [36, 45], were based on traditional net-based techniques propagating continuous
distributions and hence can produce over-buffered non-optimal solutions [23]. Here, we propose a new
fuzzy optimization approach for variation aware simultaneous buffer insertion and driver sizing using a
network-based algorithm. The deterministic version of the proposed BIDS algorithm is formulated to
minimize the cumulative sum of buffers inserted and gate sizes. Delay constraints are modeled using
required time variables at each node using a node based formulation as in, [87]. The delay constraints
for buffer insertion and driver sizing is modeled as a piece-wise linear function of the buffer/driver
types in the library. The optimization engine inserts zero or more buffers and increases driver sizes
in each interconnect, considering the impact on circuit’s critical path delay and the resource (buffer,
driver/gate) cost efficiency.
Secondly, the previous works in buffer insertion are all performed after placement stage, where
only incremental changes are possible. With increasing circuit complexity, it is becoming necessary
to perform variation aware optimization early in the design phase. In this chapter, we propose the use
of process variation aware circuit-wise buffer insertion and driver sizing formulation at the logic level.
Most importantly, buffer insertion at the logic level requires careful abstraction of wire length, which
is only available at the post placement stage. Here, we adopted the use of an accurate and fast intercon-
nect length prediction technique at the logic level taking into account the number of cells/interconnects
and fan-out of each cell. The technique is look-up table based wire length prediction and is similar
to the one proposed in [38]. Further, solutions obtained from optimizations at the logic level can also
be used as an estimate for planning during the layout level optimizations. The fuzzy optimization
approach, as a pre-processing step, initially performs deterministic optimization with the variation
parameters set to the worst case and average case values. The change in delay, due to buffer inser-
tion/driver sizing is assumed to vary in between average and worst case value. The interval based delay
variation is modeled as a triangular fuzzy number with a linear membership function. The results of
these pre-processing deterministic optimizations are used to convert the uncertain fuzzy problem into
a crisp nonlinear problem using the symmetric relaxation method [28, 56]. In the context of BIDS,
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the crisp problem aims to maximize variation resistance (λ) or yield with circuit delay, power (buffer,
driver cost) as constraints.
The proposed approach was tested on ITC’99 benchmark circuits and results indicate sizeable
savings in buffer cost and driver sizes compared to the deterministic worst case approach. Finally,
we also present a comparison of our logic level buffer insertion technique with a more accurate post
layout version of the buffer insertion problem. The comparison is to highlight the efficacy of the wire
length prediction mechanism. The difference in results on ITC benchmarks indicate that the logic level
solutions are within 10% of the post layout level buffer insertion. The rest of the chapter is organized
as follows. The problem formulation and the proposed fuzzy-BIDS framework is given in Sections
5.4. In Section 5.5, we present the experimental results followed by some conclusions in Section 5.6.
5.2 Modeling Delay Variations
In this work, we model the change in delay due to buffer insertion or gate sizing as an uncertain
variable. The uncertain change in delay is modeled as a fuzzy triangular triple of the form Delay
= (Delaym, Delayl , Delayu). Here Delaym is the most possible value or the average case value and
Delayl & Delayu corresponds to the lower and upper bounds, denoting the best and worst case changes
of circuit delay. In accordance with previous works on process variations [36, 45, 87], we have also
used the 3σ variation value for the worst case setting. The fuzzy programming problem similar to
stochastic chance constrained programming framework, involves a relaxation step to convert the un-
certain (fuzzy) constraints or objectives into a crisp (deterministic) framework. The relaxation in fuzzy
programming starts with a set of deterministic optimizations by assuming the interval valued coeffi-
cients set to the worst and the average case setting. The results of these optimizations (Resultaverage
and Resultworst and a variation resistance parameter (λ) is used to convert the fuzzy problem into a
crisp problem. A brief outline of the fuzzy methodology for uncertainty-aware optimization is shown
in Figure 5.1. Traditionally, the uncertainties due to process variations are usually handled using prob-
ability distributions. However, the probabilistic way of evaluating and optimizing the uncertainties is
computationally expensive due to the need for complicated integration or large number of scenarios.
Secondly, Buckley in [40], has shown that fuzzy programming based optimization guarantees solu-
tions that are better or at least as good as their stochastic counterparts. The authors compared the
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Figure 5.1 Fuzzy Programming Approach for Variation Aware Optimization
stochastic and fuzzy programming methodologies using Monte-Carlo simulations. The main differ-
ence between the techniques is that, the fuzzy optimization, in uncertain environments, finds the best
solution (supremum operation over all feasible solutions) as opposed to averaging (integrals over all
feasible solutions) in stochastic programming based optimization. Hence, fuzzy programming selects
a solution which is better than or at least as good as the stochastic solution. The above arguments led
us to investigate fuzzy programming approach to model uncertainty due to process variations in post
layout and logic level buffer insertion and driver sizing problem.
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5.3 Problem Formulation
In a placed and routed combinational circuit, after timing analysis, certain paths may violate the
timing constraint. At this level, buffer insertion and driver sizing (BIDS) techniques have been able to
successfully improve performance with a good power and noise trade-off. Without loss of generality,
the list of standard cells (combinational gates/drivers) and interconnects in between register stages are
considered for optimization. The BIDS technique can also be handled at the logic level with proper
approximation of interconnect length. In the following sections, we explain the layout and logic level
formulation of the buffer insertion and driver sizing problem.
5.3.1 Layout Level Modeling
Initially, drivers are fixed to minimum sizes and a fixed number of size increments for each driver
are assumed to be available. The layout of the circuit is divided into n-regions and the density (number
of devices to white space) of each region is calculated. The maximum size for each gate is decided
based on the density of the region in which it is placed. The above restriction modeled as a bound
for the variable in the optimization formulation. Similarly, for a set of candidate buffer locations,
constraints are formulated for different buffer types with its associated output resistance, input capaci-
tance and intrinsic delay. The layout level optimization for identifying candidate buffer locations were
based on the concepts in [16]. The candidate buffer locations in this context, refers to the possible
channels in critical interconnects where layout level optimization can insert buffers. The routed wires
were divided into channels and channels in sparse regions were preferred as candidate buffer locations
than denser ones. In addition to the density, channels which equally divide the critical connection are
also preferred. The change in delay coefficients can be used to model the candidate buffer locations for
each interconnect. The BIDS optimization problem aims to minimize resource cost, namely number
of buffers inserted and total driver sizes increased , such that required arrival time at each primary
output is less than the specified timing constraint.
The delay of a driver can be modeled as a linear function of its size and load from fan-out gates.
dgi   ai  bisi

ci  Cload  j (5.1)
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where, si refers to the size of driver i, Cload  j is the load seen from the driver, which is a function
of the sizes of fan-out gates, constant coefficients ai  bi  ci are empirically determined by extensive
SPICE simulations for each gate in the library for various sizes and fan-out counts. Sizing gate-i
improves the delay of current gate (as si increases) and increases the Cload  j seen by its fan-in gates.
The interconnect delay on the other hand, has a quadratic proportionality to the length of the wire and
is given by,
dinti   R0  leni

0  5

C0  leni
 Cpin  (5.2)
where, R0 and C0 refers to unit resistance and capacitance, Cpin the pin capacitance and leni is the in-
terconnect length. Buffer insertion on a interconnect impacts both the source gate delay (as a function
of Cload  j) and interconnect delay (as a function of leni). Since, the interconnect delay is a quadratic
function of its length which can change during buffer insertion, we model the optimization problem
using required arrival times and piece-wise arrival time changes during buffer insertion and driver
sizing. The linear programming formulation is explained comprehensively in Section IV.
In nanometer regime, the wiring density has increased considerably leading to high aspect ratios in
metal lines. This results in increased coupling between nets and can affect the timing and functionality
of the circuits. Hence, in addition to considering process variations it is also necessary to minimize
the effects of interconnect coupling to reduce losses due to timing yield failures. Noise on a net can be
easily controlled during driver sizing. Interconnect coupling noise depends on the size of the driving
gate (victim) and adjacently placed aggressor gates. Increasing the size of a gate increases the signal
strength on the driven net and thereby the coupling noise on its victims. Hence, the up-sizing of a gate
can increase the noise on the coupled nets and down-sizing a gate can reduce the same effect. Hence,
we add a noise constraint to maintain the sizes of victim and the aggressor gates as in [25]. Secondly,
the uncertainty due to process variations can be modeled as,
D   di

n
∑
j  1
d jX j
 drXr (5.3)
where, di is the nominal delay and X j and Xr are the random parameters representing correlated and
independent variations respectively. The magnitude of these variations is given by the variables d j and
dr, which is determined from extensive simulations. We capture these variations using the concept of
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fuzzy numbers. The gate’s delay is now a triangular value (average, low, high), instead of a single
discrete value. Next, we explain the proposed fuzzy gate sizing approach for optimization in presence
of process variations.
5.3.2 Logic Level Modeling
In the context of logic level modeling, the delay of a driver is again a linear function of the driver
size and sum of the sizes of its fan-out gates. Hence, there is no significant difference between mod-
eling the gate delay at the logic and the layout level. The interconnect delay on the other hand, has a
quadratic proportionality to the length of the wire and is given by,
dinti   R0  leni

0  5

C0  leni
 Cpin  (5.4)
where, R0 and C0 refers to unit resistance and capacitance, Cpin the pin capacitance and leni is the
interconnect length. Accurate modeling of the interconnect length at the logic level is crucial to the
effectiveness of the methodology. In this work, the wire length is obtained using a fast and accurate
look-up table based estimation. Several researchers have worked on the problem of apriori length es-
timation. The authors in [94], have used the Rent’s rule to derive the upper bounds for interconnection
lengths of linear and square interconnection components. However, the rent’s rule does not hold true
at all levels of partition hierarchy in the nanometer era [38]. In this work, we use a look-up table
based methodology taking into account the number of cells/interconnects and fan-out count of each
cell. The estimation starts with the layout synthesis of a set of benchmark circuits. The benchmarks
were selected from the MCNC benchmark suite and the complexity, in function of the number of gates
ranges from 500 to 10000 approximately.
The layouts have to be generated for the target technology library. For each net a report is generated
displaying its length and the fan-out count of its driver. Nets with same number of fan-out counts
are grouped and the average net length for each fan-out count size is calculated. The table is then
grouped based on benchmark circuit size and then averaged again. Hence, the array based table lookup
requires circuit size (number of gates/nets) and fan-out count to extract the length of a interconnect
at the logic level. The table is created with a maximum fan-out size of 20 and all interconnects with
more than 20 fan-out gates are modularized to 20, before accessing the table. Buffer insertion on a
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interconnect impacts both the source gate delay (as a function of Cload  j) and interconnect delay (as a
function of leni). The candidate buffer locations are selected with the objective of the diving the critical
interconnect connections into equal halves. Since, the interconnect delay is a quadratic function of its
length which can change during buffer insertion, we model the optimization problem using required
arrival times and piece-wise arrival time changes during buffer insertion and driver sizing. The linear
programming formulation, in the layout level context, is explained comprehensively in Section 5.4.
The logic level formulation does not have the layout level constraints due to routing issues and the
interconnect length is approximated using values from a look-up table.
5.4 Proposed Approach
In this section, we explain our modeling and solution methodology of the fuzzy buffer insertion
and driver sizing (BIDS) problem in the presence of uncertainty due to process variations. Several
formulations have appeared for the gate sizing and buffer insertion problems at various levels in the
design flow. In this section, we describe a continuous linear programming approach to minimize
resource cost with delay and noise constraints in the presence of variations.
5.4.1 Deterministic-BIDS
In this formulation, we start by explaining the modeling the delay constraints of gates and inter-
connect in the linear program. The interconnect delay is a quadratic function of the interconnect length
and is significantly affected during buffer insertion. We formulate the delay constraints of the linear
program using required arrival time and change in delay due to BIDS for each node from primary input
to primary output. The required arrival time and improvement in delay based formulation enables the
use of a piece-wise linear formulation for the nonlinear BIDS problem. The required time value of
each sink node (req j) must be greater than the sum of required time of its source node (reqi) plus gate
(dgi) and interconnect delay (dinti) in between them. The slack in between the nodes can be improved
by adding buffers nbu fi and sizing gates by a factor of ngati. Hence, the required time constraints can
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be formulated as shown below,
reqi
 dgi
 dinti  Cb1i  nbu fi (5.5)
 Cg1i  ngati
 Cg2i  n f gati 
 req j
reqi  Cb2i 

nbu fi  1   Cg1i  ngati  (5.6)

dgi
 dinti  Cb1i 
 Cg2i  n f gati 
 req j
where, Cb1i is the change in the delay due to the insertion of the first buffer and Cb2i is the change
in the delay due to insertion of the subsequent buffers. The piece-wise required time constraints
are inserted for all (i, j) driver-receiver pairs. The magnitude of the coefficients are also adjusted in
accordance with the routing constraints and the candidate buffer locations. Inserting a second and third
buffers tend to affect the delay lesser compared to the insertion of the first buffer. Hence, we use piece-
wise require time formulation to model the change in delay due to buffer insertion. The Cg1 i term is
the change in delay due to gate sizing increments ngati and is proportional to the coefficient bi in gate
delay (Equation. 5.1). The term n f gati is the change in the sizes of the fan-out gates of node i and its
coefficient Cg2i is proportional to the coefficient ci in Equation 5.1. The Cb1i and Cb2i coefficients also
depends on the candidate buffer locations of each interconnect i. The node based required arrival time
formulation also avoids the exponential complexity of the path based formulation. The required time
constraints are then related to the final timing objective as reqi    Tspec  iεPO. In addition to the
delay constraints, the impact of coupling capacitance on timing of the circuit is also modeled. A pre-
processing step identifies, the set of aggressors and a constraint ngatvictim  size  ngataggressor  size    1
is added for each victim gate. The deterministic version of the buffer insertion and driver sizing
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problem can be shown as,
min∑
i

nbu fi  ngati  (5.7)
s  t  reqi 
 Tspec;  iεPO;
s  t  reqi
 dgi
 dinti  Cb1i  nbu fi
 Cg1i  ngati
 Cg2i  n f gati 
 req j
s  t  reqi  Cb2i 

nbu fi  1   Cg1i  ngati 

dgi
 dinti  Cb1i 
 Cg2i  n f gati 
 req j
s  t  ngatvictim  size  ngataggressor  size    1;
The coefficients Cg1

Cb1 and Cb2 in this formulation, which is assumed to be varying between worst
case and best case bound, are modeled using fuzzy numbers with linear membership function. The
fuzzy modeling and optimization methodology is explained next.
5.4.2 Fuzzy-BIDS
Fuzzy optimization techniques provide an efficient mechanism for modeling and optimizing sys-
tems that exhibit imprecision and variations. The fuzzy mechanism starts with a set of pre-processing
optimization with the varying parameters set to worst case and nominal case values. In this work, we
model uncertainty due to process variations, as an imprecision in the delay improvement due to BIDS.
The coefficients Cg1

Cb1 and Cb2, which control the improvement in delay due to buffer insertion
and driver sizing are modeled as triangular fuzzy numbers. The worst case values of these coefficients
are assumed to be Cg1  Vg1

Cb2  V b2

Cb1  V b1, where the values V g1

V b2

V b1 are selected
to create a worst case (3σ) delay variation, in accordance with recent variation aware optimization
frameworks [35, 36, 87].
The optimization problem in Equation 5.7 is solved with the worst case coefficient setting Cg1 
V g1

Cb2  V b2

Cb1  V b1 and the results of this optimization is referred to as Ob jwc. Similarly, the
optimization problem in Equation 5.7 is solved with the nominal values and the results are referred
to as Ob jnc. The results Ob jwc, Ob jnc and a new variation parameter λ are used to transform the un-
certain fuzzy optimization problem into a crisp nonlinear programming problem using the symmetric
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relaxation method [28,56]. The crisp nonlinear problem for BIDS in the presence of process variations
is given by the following equation.
maximize λ (5.8)
s  t  λ  Ob jnc  Ob jwc  
∑
i

nbu fi  ngati   Ob jwc 
 0;
s  t  reqpo 
 Tspec;  pεPO;
s  t  reqi
 dgi
 dinti 

Cb1i  Vb1i  λ   nbu fi


Cg1i  Vg1i  λ   ngati  Cg2i  n f gati 
 req j
s  t  reqi 

Cb2i  Vb2i  λ  

nbu fi  1  

Cg1i  Vg1i  λ   ngati 

dgi
 dinti 

Cb1i  Vb1i  λ   Cg2i  n f gati 
 req j
s  t  ngatvictim  size  ngataggressor  size    1;
where, the parameter λ is bounded by 0 and 1. The parameter λ can take any values between 0 and 1,
for the BIDS problem. The crisp optimization problem has four variables, delay, noise, resource cost
and process variations (λ) in the above formulation. The parameter λ, as seen from the formulation,
maximizes variation resistance and also controls the delay and resource cost values in the optimization.
Hence, a maximization of the variation resistance parameter simultaneously guarantees, high yield,
low cost and low delay. It has been shown for problems in other application domains that the above
formulation provides the most satisfying optimization solution in the presence of uncertainty [56].
5.5 Simulation Methodology and Results
The proposed fuzzy linear programming optimization for buffer insertion and driver sizing was
tested on ITC’99 benchmark circuits. First, the RTL level VHDL netlists are converted to a flattened
gate level Verilog netlist using the synopsys design compiler. Verilog file from the design compiler
is then placed and routed using the cadence encounter. The TSMC db, lef and tlf libraries are used
to synthesize the benchmark circuits. The placed and routed netlist (DEF file), library of cell delay
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information and the Verilog file are given as an input to a C script (DEF2AMPL), which converts
the netlist into a AMPL based mathematical program format. The DEF2AMPL script is then used to
generate the linear programming models for the benchmarks with delay coefficients set to mean and the
maximum possible variation (worst case). The change in delay coefficients due to buffer insertion and
driver sizing is chosen in accordance with the gate and interconnect delay variation values in, [12,79].
The DEF2AMPL script uses the results of these optimizations and generates a crisp nonlinear AMPL
model. The crisp nonlinear optimization problem is solved using the KNITRO solver to find the
optimal gate sizes in presence of variations in gate delay.
The logic level simulations are performed without using the place and route tools. Depending on
the target technology library, a look-up table is created for predicting wire length with the number
of gates of the circuit and the number of fan-out count as the parameters. The look-up table is built
from extracting wire length values from previously placed and routed benchmarks. The predicted wire
length values, library of cell delay information and the logic level Verilog netlist are given as an input to
the same C script (DEF2AMPL), which converts the netlist into a AMPL based mathematical program
format. The DEF2AMPL model first creates a worst case model with timing as the only objective, to
identify the best performance in which the circuit can operate. The timing value identified in this step
is used as a constraint in the following simulations to optimize the cost (buffers and driver sizes) with
nominal case, worst case and fuzzy modeling of variations. The DEF2AMPL script is then used to
generate the piece-wise linear programming models for the benchmarks with delay coefficients set to
mean and the maximum possible variation (worst case). The complete simulation flow for the logic
level experiment is shown in Figure 5.2. The layout level simulation approach bypasses the wire-
length prediction step, as actual interconnect length values are available after place and route. The
cadence encounter place and route tools are used on the gate level netlist to generate the initial layout.
5.5.1 Layout Level BIDS
The buffer and gate resource cost reduction achieved by the fuzzy sizing approach compared to
worst case deterministic sizing is documented in Table 5.2. The table also provides information on
the circuit characteristics and the complexity (constraints) of the fuzzy optimization formulation. The
worst case BIDS results in column 5, correspond to the delay coefficients set to their maximum varia-
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Figure 5.2 Simulation Flow - Fuzzy BIDS
tion case for high yield. It can be seen that there is a sizable savings in buffer and gate cost by using the
fuzzy sizing approach as compared to deterministic worst case gate sizing approach. The execution
time of the fuzzy optimization approach is also shown in Table 5.2. The continuous solutions from the
proposed approach were rounded to get discrete buffer numbers and gate sizes, with very little effect
on timing and resource cost.
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Table 5.1 Layout Level Results on Benchmark Circuits
ITC’ 99 No. of No. of No. of Buffer & Gate Cost Objective Percent Runtime
Benchmark of gates Nets Constraint DWC Fuzzy Value (λ) Change (secs)
b13 249 269 1027 19 14 0.55 26.4% 0.97
b11 385 322 1516 70 46 0.57 34.2% 1.85
b12 834 847 3810 100 80 0.58 20% 70.2
b14 4232 4544 30437 830 330 0.69 60.21% 200
b15 4585 4716 31951 591 260 0.74 56.00% 1185
b20 8900 9538 63855 991 408 0.68 58.8% 3800
b22 12128 13093 87108 534 237 0.66 55.6% 5791
Average Percent 44.5%
Legend - DWC: Deterministic Worst Case BIDS Approach; Fuzzy: Fuzzy BIDS Formulation;
Legend - Constraints: No. of Constraints in FLP program; Percent Improvement: Fuzzy Vs DWC;
5.5.2 Logic Level BIDS
The buffer and gate resource cost reduction achieved by the fuzzy sizing approach compared to
worst case deterministic sizing is documented in Table 5.2. The table also provides information on
the circuit characteristics and the complexity (constraints) of the fuzzy optimization formulation. The
worst case BIDS results in column 5, correspond to the delay coefficients set to their maximum vari-
ation case for high yield. It can be seen that there is a sizable savings (35% on the average) in buffer
and gate cost by using the fuzzy sizing approach as compared to deterministic worst case gate sizing
approach. The execution time of the fuzzy optimization approach is also shown in Table 5.2. The
continuous solutions from the proposed approach were rounded to get discrete buffer numbers and
gate sizes, with very little effect on timing and resource cost. Also, without loss of generality, the pro-
posed methodology is assumed to optimize gates/interconnects in between two register stages. With
increasing performance targets, the number of levels of logic inbetween register stages are decreasing.
Hence, the number of gates in between two register stages is reducing. Thus, we feel that optimizing
and reporting results on upto 12000 gates is a good indicator on large industrial benchmarks.
Figure 5.3 compares the results in number of buffers and gate sizes reported by the logic level and
the layout level simulation. It can be clearly seen, that the results are very close between the logic and
layout level formulations for all the benchmarks, with b20 being an exception. However, even with
b20 included, the logic level optimization on the average is within 10% of the placed and routed buffer
insertion and driver sizing results, indicating the efficacy of the wire length prediction and logic level
buffer insertion mechanism.
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Table 5.2 Logic Level Results on Benchmark Circuits
ITC’ 99 No. of No. of No. of Buffer & Gate Cost Percent Runtime
Benchmark of gates Nets Constraint DWC Fuzzy Improvement (secs)
b13 249 269 1027 33 20 39.3% 4
b11 385 322 1516 67 47 29.8% 2.5
b12 834 847 3810 86 64 25.5% 65
b14 4232 4544 30437 425 309 27.4% 190
b15 4585 4716 31951 555 332 40.3% 1025
b20 8900 9538 63855 1014 585 41.1% 3500
b22 12128 13093 87108 550 298 45.6% 5650
Average Percent 35%
Legend - DWC: Deterministic Worst Case BIDS Approach; Fuzzy: Fuzzy BIDS Formulation;
Legend - Constraints: No. of Constraints in FLP program; Percent Improvement: Fuzzy Vs DWC;
Figure 5.3 Fuzzy BIDS: Logic Level Versus Layout Level
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a new approach for simultaneous buffer insertion and driver sizing
at the logic level considering process variations using fuzzy linear programming technique. An ac-
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curate and fast interconnect length prediction technique was developed at the logic level taking into
account the number of cells/interconnects and fan-out of each cell. The proposed fuzzy BIDS approach
maximizes variation resistance (robustness) of the circuit, with delay as constraint and cost bounded
between the worst and nominal case values. Experimental results on ITC’99 benchmark circuits in-
dicate sizable savings in resource cost compared to the deterministic worst case approach. The logic
level buffer optimization technique was also compared with post layout buffer insertion technique, for
accuracy of wire length prediction, and the difference in results is found to be less than 10%.
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CHAPTER 6
DYNAMIC CLOCK STRETCHING
6.1 Introduction
The power-performance trade-off in the nanometer era, has only exacerbated with the inception of
parameter variations in nanometer technology. Parameter variations comprise process deviation due
to doping concentration, temperature fluctuations, power supply voltage variations and noise due to
coupling. Variations can cause frequency and power dissipated to vary from the specified target and
hence can result in parametric yield loss. Parametric yield, in this context, is defined as a design’s
sensitivity to variations, and is expected to cause 60-70% of all yield losses in the impending tech-
nology generations [72]. To ensure correct operation under all possible variations (process, voltage
and temperature), circuits are often designed with a conservative margin. The margins are added to
the voltage and/or device structures to account for the uncertainty due to worst case combination of
variations. However, such a worst case combination is very rare or even impossible in most situations
making this design strategy overly conservative.
In this context, several researchers have proposed the use of statistical timing analysis and sta-
tistical optimization mechanism to meet timing in the presence of variations without significant over
design [11, 49, 74, 84, 87]. The variation aware optimization methodologies use stochastic or fuzzy
methodology to minimize the impact of uncertainty due to process variations on performance, power
and other design overheads. Statistical timing analysis (SSTA) was investigated in, [11, 74], where
continuous distributions are propagated instead of deterministic values to find closed form expressions
for performance in presence of variations. Variation aware solutions have also been developed for
circuit optimization problems like gate sizing, buffer insertion and incremental placement [49,84,87].
The main objective of these works has been to improve yield, without compromising on performance,
power and area. The variation aware optimization techniques have shown to improve design overheads
without loss in parametric yield. However, the statistical optimization methods still over consume re-
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sources irrespective of whether the circuit is affected by variations or not. Hence, to facilitate more
aggressive power-performance-yield tradeoff improvement, dynamic schemes to detect and correct the
uncertainty due to process variations are becoming necessary. Further, the authors in [76], proposed a
novel design paradigm which achieves robustness with respect to timing failure by using the concept
of critical path isolation. The methodology isolates critical paths by making them predictable and rare
under parametric variations. The top critical paths, which can fail in single cycle operation, are pre-
dicted ahead of time and are avoided by providing two cycle operations. The methodology works well
for special circuits with rare critical paths, however has severe timing penalty on benchmark designs.
One of the popular methods to dynamically combat process variation’s impact on design has been
to use adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) [24,48,75]. The voltage scaling systems tracks the actual silicon
behavior with an on-chip detection circuit and scales voltage in small increments to meet performance
without high overheads in the presence of process variations. In [3, 82], the critical path of the system
was duplicated to form a ring oscillator and actual performance requirement of the circuit is co-related
to the speed of the oscillator and appropriate voltage scaling is performed. However, in the nanometer
era, it is not feasible to use a single reference for a critical path and the variations spread, can make the
close to critical delay paths critical on actual implementation. Recently the authors in [48], proposed
an AVS system which can emulate critical paths with different characteristics. With increasing amount
of on-chip variations and spatial correlation the methodology can have severe discrepancies. In a bid
to reduce such margin and remove the dependency of feedback mechanism on a single path, a novel
on-chip timing checker was proposed in [24] to test a set of potential critical paths. The method uses
a shadow latch with a delayed clock to capture data in all potential critical paths. An error signal is
generated if the value in original and shadow latch is different due to a timing violation caused by
process variations. The methodology however aims at correcting (not preventing) errors caused by
aggressive dynamic voltage scaling. To guarantee high timing yield and low overheads in the presence
of variations, the ultimate solution is to dynamically alter the clock signal frequency.
The authors in [33,34], proposed a technique to control and adjust clock phase dynamically in the
presence of variations. The methodology focused on the design of a dynamic delay buffer cell that
senses voltage and temperature variations and alters clock phase proportionately. However, it is not
generic to all types of variations and does not include spatial correlation between the delay buffer and
the gates in the critical path. Plus, the methodology is not input data dependent and hence changes the
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clock capture trigger in more than required number of instances. In this chapter, we propose a new
approach for dynamic clock stretching by dynamically detecting delay due to process variations. Here,
instead of modulating the clock duty cycle, we delay the capture clock edge to critical memory cells to
accommodate the increased signal propagation delay due to variations. The methodology captures the
signal transition halfway in the critical path in a positive level triggered latch. However, if the signal
transition on the critical path, which is expected to occur before time T/2 (positive level of clock) is
delayed due to process variation. The latch in the detection circuit holds an opposite value compared
to the signal line and a delay-flag is set. Here, T is the clock cycle time. The delay-flag dynamically
stretches the clock at the destination memory flop, to accommodate the extra signal propagation delay
due to variations. Thus the clock stretching methodology avoids a mismatch in the data being captured
and hence prevents timing error. The detection circuitry needs to be added to the top ”n” critical paths
and an error signal from any of these paths can stretch the clock in the appropriate destination memory
cell. The clock is stretched (the capture edge trigger is delayed) considering both spatial correlations
between closely spaced critical path gates and an average variation range as reported, in [12, 79].
The proposed methodology is demonstrated on example critical paths to explain the functioning of
methodology. Experimental results based on Monte-Carlo simulations on ITC’99 benchmark circuits
indicate efficient improvement in timing yield with negligible area overhead. The rest of the chapter
is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the construction of the delay detection circuit for
efficient clock stretching . Experimental evaluation and results for example circuit configuration and
benchmark circuits is presented in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. The chapter is concluded in Section
5.
6.2 Proposed Methodology
In this section, we explain the process variation aware delay detection circuitry and dynamic clock
stretching methodology. The delay detection and clock stretching logic (CSL) is added only on critical
and near critical path cells to accommodate the increased data path delay due to process variations.
In the presence of delay due to variations in a path, the CSL circuit of that critical path delays the
instant of the active clock edge trigger on the destination memory flops. Popular dynamic schemes
like frequency scaling require some activation time (PLL delay) to adjust (increase/decrease) the clock
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frequency. The proposed methodology can provide immediate activation and enable prevention of
timing failures. The proposed CSL mechanism detects and stretches the clock in the same clock
period. Further, since the detection circuit monitors data transitions on critical net, the methodology
is independent of the type of process variation. Hence, it is suitable for tolerance against delay due
to process, temperature, voltage variations and even coupling noise. The proposed dynamic detection
and clock stretching technique is shown in Figure 6.1. A critical path in between flip-flop stages,
the transition capture latch, delay-flag setting XOR gate, clock stretching buffer and a multiplexor
is shown in Figure 6.1. The critical path operates normally in the absence of variations, where the
data path propagation delay is within the clock cycle time (T). Any variation, due to process, voltage,
temperature or coupling, in the critical path forces propagation delays to increase, which can lead to
synchronization errors in destination flip-flop. The only solution, other than resorting to a conservative
timing specification, is to dynamically stretch or delay the capture clock trigger in the destination flops.
Hence, the clock stretching technique enables the capture of correct data in the presence of variations
without significant over design.
The delayed transition detection and clock stretching circuit have to be provided for the entire top
”n” most delay critical paths. Since, any of these paths can become the most critical path and violate
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the timing specification due to process variations. The paths with a delay value within 15% of the
most critical path are selected as the candidates for dynamic stretching [12, 24]. Another important
pre-processing step would be the identification of critical locations (interconnects), halfway in the
critical path, where delay due to variations can be detected. In normal conditions, the transition on the
critical interconnect should settle before the negative edge of the clock. In other words, the transition
on the critical interconnect should happen, before the negative edge of the clock in the absence of
variations. In the presence of variations, the transitions have to be after the negative edge of the clock
due to the increased delay. We can use timing analysis results, to find a critical interconnect in each of
the top ”n” critical paths of the circuit. If a critical interconnect does not exist automatically in any of
the top ”n” critical paths. We can perform circuit sizing, buffer insertion or other incremental changes
to create a net with the specified characteristics. Another important aspect in the proposed technique
is checking the feasibility of capturing the delayed transition with reference to the negative edge of
the clock. The key issue is to make sure the critical transition is not missed due to setup/hold timing
violation of the positive level triggered latch. In an effort to confirm, we constructed an example
critical path with 20 levels of logic at the 65nm technology node level. We used real delay information
from 65 nm technology library for this experiment. The simulations were performed on critical paths
with multiple logic gate configurations and a 15% range for delay changes due to process variations.
The setup clearly confirmed the feasibility of the proposed transition capture methodology.
The positive level triggered latch, shown in Figure 6.1, captures the value floating on critical
interconnect during the positive level of the clock. The critical transitions on this interconnect, on
normal conditions, needs to have the transition completed before time (T/2). If the transition had been
delayed due to process variations, then the inputs to the XOR gate will be different. Hence, in the
presence of delay due to variations the XOR gate will output a 1. The multiplexor, shown in Figure
6.1, has the ability to select the normal (undelayed) or delayed clock for the destination flip-flop.
The XOR gate output (referred to as the delay-flag in earlier sections) is used as the select line of the
multiplexor. Thus, the proposed methodology dynamically selects the delayed clock, in case the signal
propagation is delayed in the data path due to variations. An important assumption in the proposed
methodology is the property of spatial correlations. Spatial correlations property defines, that closer a
set of devices are placed, the higher is the probability that they have a similar variation range [37,87].
Plus, in the nanometer era due to the increased timing requirement, gates in the top ”n” critical paths
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Table 6.1 Description of Symbols in Simulation Snapshot
Clock signals
CK Circuit Clock
delclk Delayed clock
muxoutclk Output clock from multiplexor
Data signals
in11 Input data value
a5 Critical mid interconnect value
out1 Output data value
Clock stretch signals
a5test Latch output
muxsel Select line of multiplexor
are usually placed closer to each other. Hence, we can safely assume the irrespective of the gate’s
level in a critical path, if one gate is affected by variations, there is high probability other gates in the
critical path are affected in similar fashion. For example, if there is a variation in the second half of the
path, due to the property of spatial correlations some gates in the first half of the path will also affected
by variations and vice versa. The magnitude of these variations, will be hard to predict, and can be
different based on their location in the chip area. However, the presence or absence of variations can
be safely assumed with the property of spatial correlations.
Further, the use of a delayed clock edge trigger for the destination flops, can result in timing
inconsistency. The main issues in this context, are the short paths and consecutive critical paths. A
short path raises the possibility of data corruption (failures) in a destination memory cell. However, in
nanometer designs short paths are usually rare due to the multiple objectives of power, performance
and yield. Plus, with a small margin of clock stretching (10-15%), it is easy to perform sizing to
eliminate short path failures. Secondly in pipeline circuits if a critical path is followed by another
critical path in the following pipeline stage, the CSL methodology can cause timing failures. This
is because the delayed clock circuitry reduces the data capture time available in subsequent pipeline
stage. Hence, in pipeline circuits with consecutive critical paths, the delay-flag has to be propagated
to subsequent stages to create the necessary slack by automatic clock stretching. In the next section,
we validate the proposed CSL technique on simple example and benchmark circuits.
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Figure 6.2 Simulation Snapshot of Example Circuit: No Variations; No Clock Stretching
Figure 6.3 Simulation Snapshot of Example Circuit: With Variations; No Clock Stretching
6.3 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the proposed methodology, we simulated an example circuit using Cadence NCVerilog
simulator. The purpose of this simulation is to elucidate the functionality of the methodology in the
presence of variations in circuit elements. The efficiency of the methodology, however is calculated
with Monte-Carlo based timing yield simulations. A chain of inverters in between two flip-flops
stages is chosen as the example circuit. In this circuit, all interconnects in the path makes a transition.
Hence, the net halfway in the path becomes the necessary critical interconnect. The clock cycle time
is selected in reference to the critical path delay at the nominal corner. In other words, the clock cycle
time is chosen without adding a margin for uncertainty in delay due to process variations. In addition
to the input, output and clock signals, a critical interconnect that transitions from 0 " 1 (or 1 " 0) just
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Figure 6.4 Simulation Snapshot of Example Circuit: No Variations; With Clock Stretching
Figure 6.5 Simulation Snapshot of Example Circuit: With Variations and Clock Stretching
before the negative edge of the clock is also displayed in the simulation snapshots (Figures 6.2 and
6.3). A simulation snapshot of the example circuit with no variations is shown in Figure 6.2. The
signals shown in the snapshot are classified as clock (CK) and data (in11, a5, out1)signals. The signal
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in11 is the primary input (output from the source flip-flop), a5 is the critical interconnect halfway in
the path and out1 is the output signal connected to the destination flip-flop. It can be seen from Figure
6.2, that a 0 " 1 transition on the input signal (in11), initiates a transition on a5 and is captured on the
next clock cycle in the destination flip-flop (out1). The simulation snapshot for the same circuit in the
presence of uncertainty in delay due to process variations is shown in Figure 6.3. In the presence of
variations, the same 1 " 0 transition on critical net a5, happens after the negative edge of the clock.
The delay due to process variations also caused a timing violation on the output flip-flop (out1), as the
(0 " 1) transition is captured on the subsequent clock cycle.
Hence, the transition on the critical interconnect, which is an indicator of a timing violation is sent
to the clock stretching logic (CSL) unit. The latch in the CSL unit captures the transition if it happens
in the positive level of the clock. If the transition is delayed due to process variations, the inputs to the
XOR gate (signal line and latch output) differ in value, causing a 1-output in the XOR gate. The output
of the XOR gate, which is connected to the multiplexor, selects the delayed clock. The delayed clock
sent to the destination flip-flop, avoids a timing violation. The simulation snapshot for the example
circuit with the clock stretching logic is shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The delayed clock (delclk) and
the mux output to the destination flop (muxoutclk) are added to the list of clock signals. In addition
to the input and clock signals, the CSL snapshots also show clock stretch signals a5test and muxsel.
The muxsel signal is the output of the XOR gate and a5test is the output of the positive level triggered
latch. It can be clearly seen in Figure 6.5, that the delayed clock is sent to the muxoutclk, whenever the
transitions on the critical interconnect happens after the negative edge of the clock. Further in Figure
6.4, we show that in the absence of variations the circuit operates normally and clock (CK) is used
at the source and the destination flip-flops. A brief description of the symbols used in the simulation
snapshot is shown in Table 6.1. Similar to the simulation snapshot, the signals in the symbol table are
also grouped as clock, data and clock stretch signals.
6.4 Simulation Results
The proposed dynamic clock stretching logic was tested on ITC’99 benchmark circuits. The im-
provement in timing yield for the circuits was estimated using Monte-Carlo simulations. The sim-
ulation flow for the timing yield estimation is shown in Figure 6.6. The gate and net delay of the
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Identify the most critical path using a timing analysis
and select a suitable clock period T
no variations
Perform Monte−Carlo simulations by
randomly varying process parameters
If midinterconnect arrival time is 
after the negative edge of clock
If there is no mid−interconnect
incremental changes to critical path
Create a mid−interconnect using
For each of the top n extracted critical path
Identify a mid−interconnect, whose delay is
within 10% of the negative edge of the clock 
In addition to the most critical path, extract paths which 
are likely to fail in the presence of process variations 
yes
no
Calculate path delay and
estimate timing yield
Calculate path delay and
estimate timing yield
Stretch clock and calculate timing yield
Figure 6.6 Simulation Flow for Timing Yield Estimation
circuit elements were assumed to have a variation range of around 20% from the nominal value. In
the absence of real statistical data, it has been pointed out in [79], that it’s reasonable to assume a
variation parameter value of around 20-25% on the delay due to process variations. The RTL level
VHDL netlists of the benchmark circuits were converted to a flattened gate level Verilog netlist using
the Synopsys design compiler. The output Verilog file from the design compiler is then placed and
routed using the cadence encounter tool. A timing analysis report (TARPT) file is then generated to
identify the critical paths whose delay value is within 15% of the most critical path. A Monte-Carlo
simulation framework is created in a C-program environment for the ITC benchmarks with placed
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Figure 6.7 Clock Stretch Range Versus Timing Yield
and routed (DEF), parasitics file (SPEF), timing analysis report (TARPT) and standard cell delay li-
braries as input. The Monte-Carlo simulation creates 20000 instance of the benchmark with varied
delay between nominal and maximum variation range to estimate the timing yield. Timing yield in
this context, is defined as the percentage of circuit meeting the timing specification. The circuits are
tested for timing yield in two configurations, namely (i) original circuit with variations and (ii) CSL
added circuit with variations. The timing specification for the original and the CSL added circuit, is
assume to be 100% in the absence of variations.
The improvement in timing yield achieved by the CSL methodology compared to the original con-
figuration is shown in Table 6.2. It can be seen that the average timing yield of the original circuit
with the nominal timing specification is approximately 60% and is not acceptable. Hence, circuit de-
signers (with or without statistical optimization) close timing with an extra margin. The extra timing
margin increases the overhead and/or decrease the performance at which the circuit can operate. The
proposed methodology dynamically detects the delay due to variations and adds the extra timing mar-
gin only when required. The proposed CSL methodology has increased the average timing yield to
around 99.9%. The clock was stretched to create an extra timing slack of 10% only if delay due to
process variations are activated in the worst case critical paths. In the context of timing failures due to
short paths, it is crucial to keep the clock stretching range as short as possible. Hence, we performed
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Table 6.2 Timing Yield Results on Benchmark Circuits
ITC’ 99 No. of No. of Near Critical CSL Timing Yield
Benchmark Gates Nets Paths overhead without CSL with CSL
b11 385 322 9 9% 96.5% 99.64%
b12 834 847 16 7.6% 82% 99.65%
b14 4232 4544 65 6.1% 66.2% 99.97%
b15 4585 4716 80 6.9% 48.6% 99.99%
b20 8900 9538 110 4.9% 62.1% 99.95%
b22 12128 13093 118 3.8% 37.0% 99.92%
b17 15524 15911 150 3.8% 56.2% 99.97%
b18 42435 44554 152 1.5% 61.2% 99.99%
Average Percent 5.4% 63.7% 99.9%
Legend: CSL- Clock Stretching Logic
Legend: CSL overhead: Percentage of CSL logic area compared to total circuit area
Legend: Near Critical Paths: Paths that can violate timing yield with variations
a simple analysis on selected benchmark circuits to see the impact of clock stretch range on timing
yield (Figure 6.7). A smaller value for clock stretch range, for example 5% is shown to impact the
timing yield significantly. Hence, with the dual objective of near perfect timing yield and zero short
path failures, we have selected the clock stretch range to be 10% of the clock period. In addition to
the timing yield improvement results, we have also specified the benchmark characteristics (number
of gates and interconnects), the number of near critical paths and the area overhead due to CSL logic
in Table 6.2. The proposed CSL methodology also incurs an average area overhead of 5%. The area
overhead can be further reduced, if we resort to isolating critical paths similar to the previous works
on dynamic clock stretching [34, 76].
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a dynamic clock stretching technique to improve the timing yield
of circuits in the presence of uncertainty due to process variations. Statistical optimization based tech-
niques due to their over design property, consume extra resources (performance and/or power) even
in the absence of variations. The proposed methodology on the other hand, adds timing slack/margin
(clock stretching) only in the presence of variations. Further, even in the presence of variations, the
proposed methodology activates clock stretching logic only on input patterns that enable the worst
critical paths. The dynamic delay detection circuitry, improves yield by controlling the instance of
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data capture in critical path memory flops. Experimental results based on Monte-Carlo simulation
indicate sizeable improvement in average timing yield with a negligible area overhead.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The device and interconnect scaling in CMOS circuits with the objective to follow Moore’s curve
have brought out numerous issues for design, test and manufacturing engineers. The level of miniatur-
ization and integration of billion transistors on a single chip [32], gives a clear picture of the nanome-
ter circuit complexity. The increasing integration levels is introducing new issues, which is making
multi-metric circuit optimization more complex. The downward scaling of technology is also gradu-
ally reaching the limits of ballistic transportation. Hence, it is crucial to develop circuit optimzation
techniques in the nanometer era, that can achieve high performance, low power dissipation and high
reliablity. The optimization objectives are highly correlated and conflicting in nature. Further, with
increasing levels of variations in process parameters, performance is greatly affected leading to yield
loss. It is a challenging task to address all these issues in a single framework. The focus of this dis-
sertation is to address these concerns, by proposing new techniques for modeling and optimiziation of
nanometer VLSI circuits considering process variations.
Several researchers have proposed timing analysis based iterative techniques to solve the variation
aware circuit optimization problem. The methods, however have a prohibitive runtime. Secondly,
the probability distribution based techniques in this area needs detailed statistical infromation on the
randomness of the variations. The device level manufacturing tests on fabricated circuits suggest
that the uncertainty due to variations in process parameters does not follow any specific distribution.
Hence, in this research we propose the use of a fuzzy mathematical programming based optimization
technique for variation aware circuit optimization. The uncertainty in delay due to process variations
are modeled as interval valued fuzzy numbers with linear membership functions. In specific, we have
proposed solutions for the following problems:
I: A layout level gate sizing framework for simultaneous optimization of delay, power, noise and
timing yield using a fuzzy linear programming approach
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II: A post layout timing based placement technique to optimize delay and timing yield using the
concepts of fuzzy nonlinear programming
III: A stochastic chance constrained programming based technique for timing based placement to
optimize delay and timing yield at the layout level
IV: A circuit-wise buffer insertion and driver sizing at the layout level using the concepts of fuzzy
piece-wise linear programming to optimze power, delay, noise and timing yield
V: A logic level buffer insertion and driver using a look-up table based net length prediction using
fuzzy piece-wise linear programming to optimize power, delay and timing yield
VI: A dynamic delay detection and variation compensation using clock stretching to avoid timing
failure due to process variations.
The variation aware gate sizing technique is formulated as a fuzzy linear program and the un-
certainty in delay due to process variations is modeled using fuzzy numbers. The fuzzy numbers in
all the problems use linear membership functions for simplicity. The process variation aware incre-
mental timing based placement problem is modeled as a nonlinear programming problem due to the
quadratic dependence of delay on interconnect length. The variation aware timing based placement
problem is solved using nonlinear FMP and Stochastic CCP formulations. The stochastic and fuzzy
problem provide comparable solutions for the timing based placement problem. In the mathematical
programming based variation resistance improvement, we have also proposed a piece-wise linear so-
lution to the buffer insertion and driver sizing (BIDS) problem. The BIDS problem is also solved at
the logic level, with look-up table based approximation of net lengths for variation awareness early
in the design flow. The logic and layout level solutions are comparable confirming the efficiency of
the proposed methodology. Finally, we have proposed a new technique that can dynamically enable
variation compensation. A dynamic delay detection circuit is used to identify the uncertainty in de-
lay due to variations. The delay detection circuit controls the instance of data capture in critical path
memory flops to avoid a timing failure only in the presence of variations. The proposed methodology
improves the timing yield of the circuit with over compenstation only when required. In summary, the
various formulation and solution techniques developed in this dissertation achieve significantly better
optimization and run times compared to other related methods. The techniques lack any assumption
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on the variation parameters and hence can be used to model variations early in the design flow. The
proposed methods have been rigorously tested on medium and large sized benchmarks to establish the
validity and efficacy of the solution techniques.
Based on the results presented in this dissertation future work could be to integrate the proposed
solutions in a single framework and develop new fuzzy mathematical programming based techniques
for variation aware multi-metric optimization.
I: The variation aware techniques for gate sizing, buffer insertion and placement can be integrated
into a single framework to simultaneous consider the best possible option in each step of the
optimization.
II: The multiple threshold voltage assignment and clock skew minimization problems is inherently
suited to mathematical programming based formulation. Further, with increasing variations in
parameters it is crucial to model the uncertainty in threshold voltage. Hence, the problems can
be formulated as a fuzzy mathematical program at the layout level with variations modeled as
fuzzy membership functions.
III: In this dissertation, we have modeled the variation parameters as a fuzzy numbers with linear
membership functions. The uncertainty in delay due to variations in cirucit optimization prob-
lems can also be modeled as fuzzy nonlinear membership functions to compare the efficiency
of fuzzy techniques in the presence of multiple variation distribution. The variation resistance
coefficient λ will have to be changed to represent the nonlinear membership function.
IV: The dynamic delay detection technique proposed in Chapter 6, in addition to avoiding timing
failures due to clock stretching, can also be used for adaptive voltage scaling. The error signal
generated from the delay detection latch can be forwarded to the voltage controller to adjust the
voltage. If the error signal indicates that multiple critical paths have been affected, and clock
stretching occurs too many times, then adaptive voltage scaling can be a better option. The
problem needs further investigation.
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